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PERIPHERAL ARTERY DISEASE

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a universal term for disorders of the heart and blood vessels. Most 
CVDs are caused by atherosclerosis, including coronary artery disease (CAD), cerebrovascular 
disease (CeVD), and peripheral artery disease (PAD), and are taking almost 18 million lives 
each year 1. PAD is a progressive disorder characterized by atherosclerotic narrowing of large 
and medium-sized arteries, other than coronary arteries or arteries supplying the brain. PAD is, 
in most cases, located in the lower extremities, although upper extremities can also be affected. 
Symptoms of lower extremity PAD may be defined using the Rutherford classification (R0-6) 
or the Fontaine classification (FI-IV). PAD is diagnosed using the ankle-brachial index (ABI) 
where the systolic blood pressure at the ankle is divided by the systolic blood pressure in the arm 
2. An overview of the Rutherford/Fontaine classification in relation to symptomatology is shown 
in Table 1, and ABI values in relation to diagnosis in Table 2. In the case of a non-compressible 
artery, the toe-brachial index is alternatively used where a value below 0.7 is abnormal 3.

Rutherford stage Fontaine stage Symptoms

0 I Asymptomatic

1 IIa Mild claudication

2 IIa/IIb Moderate claudication

3 IIb Severe claudication

4 III Rest pain

5 IV Minor tissue loss

6 IV Major tissue loss

Table 1: Overview of the Rutherford/Fontaine classification with respective symptoms.

ABI Interpretation

>1.40 Non-compressible

1.00-1.40 Normal

0.91-0.99 Equivocal or borderline PAD

0.41-0.90 Mild to moderate PAD

<0.40 Severe PAD

Table 2: Ankle-brachial index (ABI) with appropriate interpretation according to the AHA/ACC Guideline on the 
Management of Patients with Lower Extremity Peripheral Artery Disease.

Prevention of cardiovascular events in patients with PAD is based on reducing the cardiovascular 
risk using medical treatment strategies, combined with lifestyle changes such as structured 
exercise, dietary changes, and smoking cessation. Medical treatment strategies include the use of 
antiplatelet agents (aspirin or clopidogrel) for all PAD patients as well as the use of lipid-lowering 
drugs to lower serum cholesterol levels 3.
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ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Underlying PAD is the process of atherosclerosis, characterized by a chronic inflammatory 
process where plaques build up in arteries resulting in a gradual narrowing of the lumen (Figure 
1). The vascular wall homeostasis is mainly regulated by the endothelium, with endothelial cells 
maintaining a normal vascular tone and low levels of oxidative stress. Vascular permeability, 
platelet and leukocyte adhesion, and aggregation are also actively regulated by the endothelium 
4. The process of atherosclerosis is initiated when the endothelium becomes dysfunctional. An 
important mechanism is the disruption of the nitric oxide balance by free radicals, inducing 
increased permeability and expression of adhesion molecules, synthesis of pro-inflammatory 
markers, and oxidative stress 5. Cardiovascular risk factors including hyperlipidemia, smoking, 
diabetes, and hypertension are associated with such an imbalance in the nitric oxide homeostasis 
4,6. Following endothelial dysfunction, fatty streaks are formed via the trapping of lipoproteins 
in the lesion site. Low-density lipoproteins (LDL) pass the endothelium through transcytosis 
and increased concentrations of LDL within the intimal layer lead to cell oxidation 7. LDL 
particles further induce endothelial dysfunction and the expression of more cell adhesion 
molecules, leading to the adhesion of monocytes and lymphocytes. Infiltrated monocytes mature 
into macrophages and absorb lipids to become foam cells that characterize an early fatty streak 
lesion 8. Foam cell formation is followed by migration of vascular smooth muscle cells from the 
medial layer towards the intima, leading to a collagen-enriched fibrous cap. The cap thickness 
is important in defining plaque vulnerability to rupture, along with the necrotic core formation 
where dead macrophages accumulate. Although the fibrous cap prevents the necrotic core from 
getting in contact with the circulating blood, the cap can rupture, and the ensuing interaction 
between the procoagulant plaque matter and the blood results in thrombus formation. Thrombi 
can, however, not only form after plaque rupture but also as a result of plaque erosion, which is 
characterized by the local absence of endothelium, minimal inflammation, and large amounts of 
vascular smooth muscle cells in the intimal layer 9.

HEMOSTASIS

Primary and secondary hemostasis are responsible for pathological thrombus formation as 
a result of plaque rupture or erosion. Hemostasis is a physiological process to stop bleeding 
and prevent infection at sites of injury while maintaining normal blood flow elsewhere in the 
circulation. Upon damage to the endothelial layer, the subendothelial matrix is exposed to the 
blood, activating the coagulation system to initiate clot formation 10. 
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Figure 1: Atherosclerotic plaque formation leading to gradual narrowing of the lumen.

Primary hemostasis
In primary hemostasis, blood platelets become activated, aggregate, and form a platelet plug 
adhering to the site of injury. Multiple receptors on platelet surfaces are responsible for these 
actions, including receptor glycoprotein (GP) Ib which binds to von Willebrand factor 11. This 
binding facilitates the contact between the GPVI receptor and collagen, inducing the release of 
secondary platelet agonists thromboxane A2 and adenosine diphosphate (ADP). These agonists 
further contribute to platelet activation together with locally produced thrombin. Together 
with other agonists, their downstream signaling pathways synergize to form a platelet plug. To 
prevent unwanted platelet activation and platelet plug formation, antiplatelet agents are used in 
patients with PAD. Specifically, aspirin is used to inhibit thromboxane A2 production 12, while 
clopidogrel inhibits the effects of ADP by irreversibly blocking the P2Y12 receptor 13.
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Secondary hemostasis
In secondary hemostasis, a cascade of serine proteases results in the conversion of fibrinogen 
to fibrin monomers. Fibrin formation following thrombin cleavage occurs simultaneously with 
platelet aggregation. As in primary hemostasis, vascular wall injury causes the blood to be exposed 
to extravascular tissue which is rich in tissue factor (TF). TF forms a complex with factor VIIa 
which activates factors X and IX. This extrinsic pathway then proceeds with the activation of 
thrombin leading to not only fibrin formation but also a positive feedback loop to factor XI to 
propel the coagulation as shown in Figure 2 10. Currently, direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) 
are most widely used to treat venous thromboembolism and patients with atrial fibrillation, 
amongst others 14,15. These DOACs downregulate the coagulation cascade by inhibiting factor 
Xa or thrombin itself. In the past, there was no place for anticoagulant therapy in patients with 
PAD, apart from patients undergoing a below-the-knee bypass 16. Recently, however, it was 
shown that the addition of a low dose of an anticoagulant, rivaroxaban, combined with aspirin 
improves cardiovascular risk prevention in PAD patients  17. As anticoagulant therapy appears 
beneficial in treating arterial and venous thrombosis, common pathophysiological pathways may 
be involved in these two different diseases. Based on patient characteristics, various risk factors 
of arterial thrombosis such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, also promote 
venous thrombosis 18. Evidence of common pathophysiological pathways is however scarce, 
although endothelial dysfunction may play a role as the presence of microalbuminuria, a marker 
for dysfunction, increases the risk of both arterial and venous thrombosis 19,20.

CLINICAL PROBLEM
In contrast to coronary and cerebrovascular disease, PAD remains an underappreciated condition 
despite being extremely prevalent as 236 million people worldwide are affected by the disease 21, 
especially populations aged 80 years and older 22. Patients diagnosed with PAD not only suffer 
from daily symptoms as described by the Rutherford criteria, but they are also at an increased 
risk of cardiovascular events and death. PAD patients have a 70% increased risk of cardiovascular 
events and 80% increased risk of death as compared to people without PAD 23. The addition of 
anticoagulant drugs or anti-inflammatory agents 24,25 to the regular medication strategies reduces 
the cardiovascular risk in PAD patients. The underlying pathophysiological pathways driving the 
increased risk, however, remain to be elucidated. Due to limited knowledge of these pathways, 
clinicians are hindered in improving their management strategies to prevent cardiovascular events 
and mortality.
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Figure 2: Primary and secondary hemostasis with the formation of a stable clot. VWF = von Willebrand factor, TXA2 = 
thromboxane A2, ADP = adenosine diphosphate, TF = tissue factor.
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AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis aims to better understand why some PAD patients suffer from cardiovascular 
events despite current medical treatment strategies, while others do not. The unraveling of this 
increased cardiovascular risk is explored in this thesis through the characterization of high-risk 
patients combined with the investigation of important pathophysiological pathways driving 
cardiovascular events and mortality in PAD.  Biomarkers related to these pathways can be used 
to identify patients at increased risk of such events.

In chapter two, we provide an overview of the current evidence on known pathophysiological 
pathways in atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis underlying PAD. The interplay between 
inflammation and coagulation is discussed, with a specific focus on protease-activated receptors 
to elaborate on the role of platelets in hypercoagulability. Additionally, potential pharmacological 
treatment targets to promote vascular protection are considered.

In chapter three, neutrophil and platelet activation are investigated as possible drivers of 
cardiovascular events in PAD patients, based on the insights provided in chapter two. Considering 
that these patients share clinical risk factors and treatment strategies with patients that suffer 
from venous thromboembolism, the existence of a pathophysiological link is explored. 

In chapter four an overview of all investigated plasmatic biomarkers in association with 
cardiovascular outcome in PAD is given, to create a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-
art biomarkers testing. As biomarkers are useful in determining the cardiovascular risk in PAD 
patients, this overview gives an insight into what is already known and what is yet to be explored.

Chapter five describes the patient population of the PAD Clinical Study. In this observational 
prospective cohort study, patient characteristics are investigated in relation to the occurrence of 
cardiovascular events and mortality. Moreover, the medical treatment with antiplatelet agents 
and lipid-lowering drugs is also evaluated to find targets for improved management.

Chapter six presents a subgroup of the PAD Clinical Study in which target finding is performed 
and 184 plasmatic biomarkers are measured using the Olink cardiovascular panels. In addition to 
the plasmatic biomarkers as described in chapter three, new predictive biomarkers are presented.

As chapter five mostly discusses the role of inflammatory pathways of PAD, chapter seven 
focuses on pathways leading to a hypercoagulable state in PAD patients. In this chapter, 
thrombin generation testing and coagulation complex measurements are performed to explore 
these pathways in PAD and their role in the occurrence of atherothrombotic events. 
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ABSTRACT

Atherothrombosis is characterized by the inflammatory process of atherosclerosis combined 
with a hypercoagulable state leading to superimposed thrombus formation. In atherosclerotic 
plaques, cell signaling can occur via protease-activated receptors (PARs), four of which have 
been identified so far (PAR1-PAR4). Proteases that are able to activate PARs can be produced 
systemically, but also at the site of lesions, and they include thrombin and activated factor X. 
After PAR activation, downstream signaling can lead to both proinflammatory effects and a 
hypercoagulable state. Which specific effect occurs, depends on the type of protease and activated 
PAR, and the site of activation. Hypercoagulable effects are mainly exerted through PAR1 and 
PAR4, whereas proinflammatory responses are mostly seen after PAR1 and PAR2 activation. PAR 
signaling pathways contribute to atherothrombosis, suggesting that inhibition of these pathways 
possibly prevents cardiovascular events based on this pathophysiological mechanism. In this 
review, we highlight the pathways by which PAR activation leads to proinflammatory responses 
and a hypercoagulable state. Furthermore, an overview is given of potential pharmacological 
treatment targets that promote vascular protection.
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INTRODUCTION

A common definition of hemostasis is the process that arrests bleeding, or, in other words, the 
biological mechanisms that keep blood within a damaged blood vessel. The processes involved 
have been described elsewhere 1, and include platelet adhesion, activation, and aggregation, as 
well as coagulation activation and propagation. The final product of hemostasis is the formation 
of a platelet plug stabilized by crosslinked fibrin fibers. According to the definition of hemostasis, 
pleiotropic effects of hemostasis are the actions of components or key players of this mechanism 
beyond the activity of platelets and the formation of fibrin.  For the structure of this article, we 
followed this reasoning and sectioned the text into actions of platelets and coagulation proteases 
not causing a platelet/fibrin clot, with a focus on cardiovascular disease and atherosclerosis. 

PLATELETS

The role of platelets in cardiovascular disease, and more specifically in atherosclerosis, is diverse. 
Although atherosclerosis is a long-term process, platelets are known to exert effects throughout 
all stages of the inflammatory disease. Platelets contribute to early atherosclerosis by adhering to 
the activated endothelial monolayer, in a process mediated by platelet P-selectin 2. By adhering to 
the endothelium, platelets are activated, leading to the release of proinflammatory cytokines such 
as IL-1b 3. The interaction between endothelial cells and platelets also induces the expression of 
adhesion molecules and thereby promotes leukocyte adhesion and monocyte recruitment 4,5. 
After an activated platelet transmigrates into the plaque, it secretes even more IL-1b, amongst 
other proinflammatory cytokines. Furthermore, and perhaps even more importantly, platelets 
interact with dendritic cells, which are classical antigen-presenting cells. This interaction initiates 
and promotes lesion growth via the recruitment of lipids into atherosclerotic plaques 6. In the 
late stages of atherosclerosis, platelets are well known to play a key role in thrombus formation 
on eroded plaques or after plaque rupture 7.

COAGULATION PROTEASES

Protease-activated receptors
Although it was already known for many years that thrombin can activate platelets, it was not 
until the last decade of the 20th century that the so-called protease-activated receptors (PARs) 
were discovered. To date, a total of four PARs (PAR1, 2, 3, and 4) have been identified, and their 
expression has been demonstrated on platelets, vascular smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells, 
and leukocytes among other cell types. The PARs belong to the family of G-protein-coupled 
receptors, and activation of the receptor takes place by proteolysis of the N-terminal domain, 
generating a new so-called tethered ligand to be exposed to the receptor. 
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The presence of PARs on platelets has been demonstrated by Vu et al. 8, and so far only PAR1 
and PAR4 have been identified on human platelets 9. In contrast, mouse platelets express PAR3 
and PAR4 10,11.  For human platelets, PAR1 plays a key role in activation, requiring only very 
low thrombin concentrations, whereas PAR4 needs high concentrations of thrombin to induce 
an effect on platelets 12. Upon activation of PAR1, heterotrimeric G-proteins have, through 
intracellular signaling, several effects, including thromboxane A2 production, ADP release, 
activation of P-selectin, and platelet aggregation. The hemostatic effect of PAR activation on 
platelets is further facilitated by the formation of a procoagulant phospholipid membrane 
through stimulation of phosphatidylserine exposure 13–15. The role of PAR4 in platelets is less 
evident; however, it is thought that PAR4 acts as a support mechanism for thrombin-mediated 
PAR1 signaling.

Activators of PARs can be divided into coagulation proteases and non-coagulation proteases. 
All four PARs can be activated by one or more coagulation proteases. PAR1, PAR3, and PAR4 
are activated by thrombin, whereas PAR2 is activated by activated factor X (FXa) and activated 
factor VII (FVIIa) 1,16. Recent studies, however, have also shown activation of PAR2 by high 
concentrations of thrombin, and activation of PAR1 and PAR3 by FXa 17–19. PAR1 can also 
be activated by the anticoagulant activated protein C (APC) at a site downstream of thrombin 
activation, resulting in a different amino acid composition of the N-terminal tethered ligand 20,21. 
Other proteases that can activate PAR1 include neutrophil-derived cathepsin G 22, neutrophil 
elastase 23, and several metalloproteinases such as ADAM17 24,25 and the matrix metalloproteinases 
MMP-1, -9, and -13.  Cathepsin S, chitinase, and matriptase/MT-SP1 have been identified as 
agonists of PAR2 26. Regarding PAR4 activation, cathepsin G, kallikrein 1 (KLK-1), and plasmin 
are known for their proatherogenic properties, inducing cell-specific events such as proliferation 
and adhesion 27,28.

In addition to undergoing monomeric activation, PARs can form homodimers, heterodimers, and 
even oligomers, thereby diversifying their effects on biology and pathology. After the formation 
of a PAR1-PAR2 complex, β-arrestin-mediated extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2 
signaling is greatly enhanced. It is tempting to speculate that PAR1-PAR2 complex formation is 
pro-atherogenic, given the fact that ERK1/2 activation is highly proatherogenic. 29,30. 

Activation of PARs induces site-specific effects, and the effects may differ between receptors. 
Functions of PAR activation become visible early on when PAR1 is required for normal vascular 
development in the embryo. PARs also play an important role in vascular tone regulation, 
with PAR1 and PAR2 being able to induce vasorelaxation through an endothelial-dependent 
mechanism. During vascular injury, PAR1 increases endothelial permeability and the extravasation 
of proteins. Furthermore, PAR1 recruits platelets and leukocytes to injured surfaces via increased 
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expression of cytokines and adhesion molecules. Vascular remodeling is promoted by PARs via 
stimulation of endothelial and smooth muscle cell proliferation 31. 

Mechanisms of PAR activation in atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis
Early studies investigating mouse vascular tissue demonstrated that PARs might play a 
pathophysiological role in the development of experimental atherosclerosis (Figure 1) 32,33. In 
these early years, many effects of PARs were identified, including modulation of the vascular 
tone by a nitric oxide mechanism 34, induction of vascular smooth muscle cell growth 35, and 
inflammatory-driven atherogenesis 36.  

Figure 1: Visualization of proteases activating protease-activated receptors (PARs) on different cell types in an 
atherosclerotic plaque. FVIIa, activated factor VII; FXa, activated factor X; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; TF, tissue 
factor.

Evidence for a role of PARs in the development and progression of atherosclerosis stems from 
experiments with several animal models with deficiencies of the receptors on an atherogenic 
background. Deficiency of PAR2 has been shown to attenuate atherosclerosis 37, whereas, in 
contrast, PAR4 deficiency on an ApoE-/- background did not alter the extent of atherosclerosis 
as compared to wild-type animals 38. Although the exact mechanisms of PARs in atherosclerosis 
have yet to be established, several potential pathways have been studied. In the early stages of 
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atherosclerosis, proliferation and migration of smooth muscle cells take place, together with 
apoptosis of endothelial cells.  The proliferation of smooth muscle cells is partially induced 
by PAR2 activation, facilitated by factors such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and IL-1β. 
Activation of PAR2 can take place on macrophages vascular smooth muscle cells, among other 
cells, in atherosclerotic plaques. Consequently, a complex of MT-SP1/matriptase stimulates the 
synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines IL-8 and IL-6, enhancing inflammatory processes in the 
endothelial layer of the arterial vessel wall and thereby inducing the progression of atherosclerosis 
(Figure 2). MT-SP1/matriptase does not seem to be a key regulator in the pro-inflammatory 
response, but can rather be seen as an amplifier of inflammation 26. Furthermore, activation 
of PAR2 leads to nuclear factor-kB signaling in coronary smooth muscle cells accompanied 
by increased production of cyclooxygenase, both of which are associated with increased 
inflammation and progression of atherosclerosis 39. PAR2 activation also directly increases the 
adhesion of inflammatory cells to the vascular endothelium, as leukocyte adhesion is significantly 
decreased in PAR2-/- mice 40. Finally, as PAR2 can modulate the vascular tone, it is considered to 
be an important physiological regulator of blood pressure; upregulation of PAR2 can lower the 
blood pressure, whereas a downregulation increases the blood pressure 41. 

Figure 2: Indirect formation of a prothrombotic state via protease-activated receptor  2 (PAR2) activation. FVIIa, 
activated factor VII; FXa, activated factor X; IL, interleukin; NF-κB, nuclear factor-κB; TF, tissue factor; TNF, tumor 
necrosis factor.
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MMP-9 mediated PAR1 activation contributes to endothelial dysfunction, which is one of 
the initial stages of atherogenesis and is potentially involved in thrombosis and restenosis 42. 
MMP-9 is a member of the zinc-dependent endopeptidases family, which can be divided into 
collagenases, gelatinases, stromelysins, and metalloelastases. Almost all MMPs are secreted as 
zymogens and are then activated after their inhibitory domain is cleaved off. Along with MMP-
9, four other metalloproteinases (MMP-1, -2, -13, -14) are expressed in the vascular wall. The 
expression of MMP-1 by macrophages, smooth muscle cells, and endothelial cells, is increased 
in atherosclerosis and is mostly seen in vulnerable regions of atherosclerotic plaques. The role 
of MMP-2 and PAR1 activation remains unclear, but it has been suggested that MMP-2 is 
involved in monocyte migration or macrophage proliferation 43. It has been demonstrated that 
atherosclerotic plaques are significantly reduced in MMP-2-/-/ApoE-/- mice 44. Summarizing the 
above-described MMP effects, it is possible that, by antagonizing the MMP-PAR1 activation, 
the processes of atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis could be counteracted. The best antagonist 
that could be used in such a situation would be a PAR1 antagonist 45. However, administration 
of a PAR1 antagonist also counteracts several APC-mediated protective mechanisms of PAR1 
activation. One of the most important mechanisms is induced by PAR1 activation on endothelial 
cells by APC, leading to the upregulation of monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1), which 
promotes both anti-inflammatory effects through immune-modulatory chemokine networks 46 
and pro-inflammatory effects, by influencing the growth of different cell types 47.  It would 
be ideal to inhibit PAR1 activation through blockage of a specific agonist such as an MMP. 
Unfortunately, there is no clinical evidence available yet regarding selectively blocking PAR 
agonists, although research is progressing. The use of pepducins, which are peptides acting as 
intracellular inhibitors/agonists of signaling from receptor to G-protein, is currently under 
investigation 48. A newly developed PAR2 pepducin antagonist, for example, caused suppression 
of leukocyte infiltration in vivo 49.

Role of specific coagulation factors in atherosclerosis
Tissue factor (TF) is an important cytokine receptor that is a key player in the initiation of 
atherothrombosis and is the high-affinity receptor for FVIIa 50. It is mostly expressed by 
extravascular cells 51, but high concentrations have been identified in atherosclerotic plaques as 
well 52. In plaques, TF mainly originates from macrophages, but vascular smooth muscle cells and 
endothelial cells are also able to express TF 53,54. Even though TF:FVIIa might be an important 
direct (PAR2) or indirect (coagulation activation) regulator of atherosclerotic progression, the 
main clinical effect of this protein can be seen when it initiates atherothrombosis.  TF appears 
to be the most abundant protein in thrombogenicity during plaque rupture. The rupture itself 
depends on the composition of the plaque, but the size of the thrombus that is formed upon 
rupturing is dependent on the concentration of TF present 55. Furthermore, it has been suggested 
that TF plays an important role in the progression of atherosclerotic plaques by increasing 
macrophage apoptosis and necrosis in the lesion 52,56. Studies with genetically modified mice on 
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an atherosclerotic background that express no wild-type TF but express a low level of human TF 
have failed to show a contribution of TF in atherogenesis 57. However, the TF:FVIIa complex 
has been shown to activate PAR2 58, and is known to upregulate cytokines (e.g. IL-6, IL-8) 
and chemokines that induce leukocyte recruitment at the site of atherosclerosis, leading to 
further progression of the lesion. Furthermore, TF:FVIIa-mediated PAR2-signaling increases 
the migration of vascular smooth muscle cells, which express receptors that are needed for lipid 
accumulation inside the plaque 56.

Factor X is expressed by macrophages and vascular smooth muscle cells in atherosclerotic lesions. 
The active protease, FXa, can activate both PAR1 and PAR2 on cells within the (atherosclerotic) 
vessel wall, including endothelial cells, leukocytes, smooth muscle cells, and macrophages. 
Responses mediated by FXa signaling include tissue remodeling and fibrosis, through the 
induction of chemokine and cytokine expression 59,60. Inhibition of FXa, e.g. by administration 
of rivaroxaban, reduces the expression of pro-inflammatory mediators (e.g. IL-6, MCP-1) in 
ApoE-/- mice. FXa inhibition also increases the fibrotic cap thickness and reduces medial erosion, 
both of which lead to greater plaque stability 61. Furthermore, following the administration of an 
FXa inhibitor, leukocyte adhesion is attenuated in mice with metabolic syndrome 62.

Thrombin can be locally generated within the atherosclerotic lesion because FVII and FX are, 
along with TF, functionally expressed by both macrophages and smooth muscle cells within 
atherosclerotic plaques 63,64. In the early stages of atherosclerosis, thrombin stimulates reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) production, leading to apoptosis and lipid peroxidation. Furthermore, 
thrombin induces the recruitment of monocytes into the vessel wall through the synthesis of 
MCP-1 and increases the expression of interleukins and TNF-a. Thrombin also contributes 
to atherogenesis by upregulating the expression of vascular adhesion molecule (VCAM) and 
intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM), both of which aid leukocyte transmigration through 
the endothelium 65,66. In a study by Borissoff et al., ApoE-/- mice with a genetically-imposed 50% 
reduction of prothrombin were investigated. During atherogenesis, neutrophil mobilization 
was enhanced by a hypercoagulable state imposed in mice that had a point mutation in the 
thrombomodulin gene, creating a hypercoagulable state with diminished cytoprotective activation 
of APC. In these animals, there were increases in oxidative stress and apoptosis, both of which 
promote atherosclerotic plaque progression and eventually atherothrombosis 67. In contrast, 
another study with comparable mice genotypes demonstrated that, during de novo atherogenesis, 
thrombin-induced signaling via PAR1 signaling impairs the migration of monocytes, resulting in 
a reduction in macrophage accumulation in atherosclerotic plaques, thereby having a protective 
effect 68. Although a clear explanation for the contradictory data obtained with comparable 
genotypes is still lacking, the effects of different conditions, including the age of animals and 
administered diet, cannot be excluded. 
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Other coagulation factors have been studied in less detail. Studies performed with ApoE-/- mice 
showed a roughly 30% reduction in atherosclerotic lesion volume in factor XI (FXI) deficient 
animals 69. Even though the direct link between FXI and inflammation is still unknown, decreased 
levels of TNF-a and IL-6 levels have been observed in septic mice with inhibition of FXI 
activation 70, thereby providing a potential link to reduced atherosclerosis in the absence of FXI. 
Factor XII (FXII) deficiency attenuated atherosclerosis in mice on an atherogenic background 
and reduced levels of inflammatory markers such as serum IL-1β and IL-12 levels suggest an anti-
inflammatory mechanism 71. FVIII deficiency is also associated with sustained protection against 
atherosclerotic progression in ApoE-/- mice, but not in LDL-R-/- mice, suggesting an underlying 
lipid-dependent mechanism in LDL-R-/- mice. 72. FIX deficiency does not seem to protect against 
atherosclerosis in an experimental model 73.

ANTICOAGULANTS AND PROTECTION AGAINST 
ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Given the pivotal role of coagulation proteases in the development and progression of 
atherosclerosis, it seems straightforward to hypothesize that anticoagulant therapy might be 
beneficial for the reduction of atherosclerosis. However, the picture is two-faced as the outcome 
of coagulation inhibition on the extent of atherosclerosis seems to be dependent on the class of 
anticoagulant therapy used. Although the vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) such as warfarin and 
coumarin derivatives decrease the incidence of cardiovascular events 74,75, it has been demonstrated 
that long-term administration of VKAs leads to an increase in vascular calcification 76 as a result 
of incomplete γ-glutamyl carboxylation of matrix Gla protein 77,78. In contrast, direct inhibition 
of coagulation enzymes may have antiatherosclerotic properties. Regarding FXa anticoagulation, 
several experimental animal studies demonstrated reduced atherosclerosis following treatment 
with a direct FXa inhibitor. A study by Hara et al. demonstrated that the development of 
atherosclerosis in mice is reduced after administration of the FXa inhibitor rivaroxaban. The 
diminished progression of atherosclerosis was accomplished by stabilization of already developed 
atherosclerotic plaques through inhibition of lipid deposition, but also by reducing collagen loss 
and accumulation of macrophages 79. In a different study, the reduction of atherosclerotic volume 
upon treatment with rivaroxaban was less evident, although a small but significant increase in 
minimum thickness of the fibrous cap was noticed, suggesting a more stable plaque phenotype 61. 
The inhibition of FXa was accompanied by reduced expression of the pro-inflammatory markers 
IL-6, TNF-a, and MCP-1, which are known to promote atherosclerotic progression. 

The second group of DOACs consists of direct thrombin inhibitors (DTIs), which exert their 
effect on thrombin itself rather than on its amplification pathway. One of the first experimental 
studies demonstrating reduced atherosclerosis upon treatment with a thrombin inhibitor was 
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performed with melagatran 80. Atherosclerosis in ApoE-/- mice receiving a diet containing 
melagatran was reduced in terms of lesion area and thickness, as well as by increased plaque 
stability through reduced activation of proinflammatory transcription factors and reduced 
synthesis of MMP-9. These observations were confirmed by using dabigatran etexilate as DTI. 
After demonstrating the vascular protective effects of melagatran in mice, Kadoglou et al. found 
that, after administration of dabigatran etexilate, plaques became smaller and more stable, owing 
to an increase in collagen and elastin. The fibrous cap also became thicker, with an increase in 
mechanical strength via upregulation of smooth muscle cells 81. Several years later, Lee et al. 
demonstrated that treatment of ApoE-/- mice with dabigatran etexilate attenuated atherosclerosis 
by reducing oxidative stress, leading to smaller-sized atherosclerotic lesions along with an 
improvement in endothelial function. Furthermore, the recruitment of inflammatory cells and 
platelet aggregation were inhibited 82. Borissoff et al. demonstrated diminished lesion formation 
and increased plaque stability in FII-/-/ApoE-/- mice after administration of dabigatran etexilate 
67. It has been suggested that DTIs have the most effect on early atherosclerotic lesions, owing to 
a more stimulated coagulation system in the early stages of atherosclerosis. In these early stages, 
thrombin may be a particularly important driver of macrophage recruitment by inducing the 
transcription of proinflammatory genes. High levels of macrophages are present in atherosclerotic 
lesions, induced by thrombin itself. Administration of a DTI might therefore be most profitable 
in the early stage of atherosclerosis 83.

ATHEROTHROMBOTIC PROTECTION IN CLINICAL STUDIES

DOACs have been clinically introduced mainly on the basis of studies on the prevention and 
treatment of venous thromboembolism and prevention of stroke in subjects with atrial fibrillation 
84. Over the past few years, clinical research has been expanded to involve the prevention of 
atherothrombosis in both acute and stable manifestations of atherosclerotic vascular disease 
(Figure 3).  Patients with acute coronary syndrome treated with rivaroxaban in conjunction with 
platelet inhibitors have a reduced risk for a secondary event or cardiovascular death as compared 
to solely platelet inhibitors 85,86. The price for combining rivaroxaban and platelet inhibitors 
was an increase in major bleeding, without an increased risk of fatal intracerebral bleeding. The 
APPRAISE-2 trial investigated the combination of apixaban with aspirin or aspirin/clopidogrel 
in patients with acute coronary syndrome and showed no clear benefit in terms of reduction of 
recurrent arterial events or death, and at a price of increased risk of major, including fatal, bleeding 
87. From these studies, the concept of a potential benefit of a combination of a relatively low dose 
of a DOAC (rivaroxaban) with antiplatelet therapy, emerged; however, practical implementation 
appears to be limited by the associated bleeding risk. 
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Figure 3: Therapeutic vascular protection options. 1, Direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs); 2, Antiplatelet therapy 
(APT); 3, Protease-activated receptor (PAR) 1 antagonists.

There are no studies on the management of DOACs in patients with acute ischemic stroke; here, 
the use of single or short-lasting double antiplatelet therapy remains standard 88. Large studies have 
addressed the prevention of acute ischemic stroke (and other vascular events, including mortality) 
in patients with atrial fibrillation 89,90. None of the studies addressed effects on atherosclerosis, 
except for the RE-LY study, which showed an increased risk of myocardial infarction in those 
treated with dabigatran as compared to those treated with warfarin 91–93. The origin of this effect 
remains unclear, and there are no indications that effects on plaque stability, as suggested by 
preclinical studies with dabigatran (see above), are involved, but this has also not been addressed 
specifically. In the management of patients with stable (i.e. non-acute) atherosclerotic vascular 
disease, the use of platelet inhibitors has been a cornerstone of antithrombotic management. In 
general, this involves the use of one antiplatelet agent, i.e. aspirin or clopidogrel, and rarely dual 
antiplatelet therapy (beyond the guideline-supported interval use after a coronary intervention), 
because of the associated increased risk of bleeding complications as compared to single-agent 
therapy 94.  

The recent COMPASS trial triggered interest in the use of combined anticoagulant and antiplatelet 
therapy in patients with relatively high-risk atherosclerotic disease. In particular, in patients with 
peripheral artery disease, combined rivaroxaban (2.5 mg) and aspirin were more effective than 
either agent alone in reducing major adverse cardiovascular events and major adverse limb events, 
although at the cost of more bleeding events 95.  The potential advantage of this combined 
antithrombotic treatment may be profound, at least from a conceptual point of view. On the 
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one hand, the use of platelet inhibitors and anticoagulants makes sense, as atherothrombosis is 
dependent not only on platelets but also on fibrin formation. On the other hand, pre-clinical data 
from mouse studies suggest that (long-term) administration of anticoagulants (at least DOACs) 
may also have beneficial effects on atherosclerosis. The challenge will be to address the underlying 
mechanisms of such combined therapy that may extend beyond simply lowering thrombosis 
risk (also for these low doses of rivaroxaban supported by marked attenuation of thrombin 
generation levels 96). This requires further preclinical studies, also with other DOAC alone and in 
combination with antiplatelet therapy. In addition, we argue for more clinical studies addressing 
the potential vascular effects of (long-term) oral anticoagulant therapy, to carefully address the 
existence and magnitude of such effects in patients with defined vascular disease; such studies will 
require sensitive imaging tools and biomarkers, rather than clinical endpoints. 

CONCLUSION

As cardiovascular disease is the most important cause of death worldwide, optimization of 
secondary prevention remains a huge health care issue. Although secondary cardiovascular 
prevention is based on different treatment strategies, anticoagulant therapy is a key player. 
Preclinical evidence suggests that DOACs in particular may have vascular effects beyond the 
prevention of thrombosis. The clinical efficacy of relatively low doses of a DOAC in combination 
with an antiplatelet therapy suggests, although at the cost of bleeding, that efficacy regarding 
cardiovascular events can still be optimized. More clinical studies on DOACs in secondary 
cardiovascular prevention are necessary to investigate efficacy and safety, especially in subgroups 
such as patients with peripheral artery disease. 
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ABSTRACT

Background
Inflammation and hypercoagulability play a pivotal role in venous thromboembolism and 
atherothrombosis. Since venous thrombosis increases the risk of atherothrombotic events and 
vice versa, common mechanisms may be involved.

Objective
To elucidate the role of neutrophils and coagulation in the occurrence of atherothrombotic events 
in patients with a history of deep vein thrombosis (DVT or peripheral artery disease (PAD).

Methods
We studied 115 patients from two cohorts (75 DVT, 40 PAD). Of those with PAD, 20 patients 
had progressive disease; from those with DVT, 25 patients had a recurrent DVT, and 25 
suffered from post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS); patients were age and sex-matched to DVT 
and PAD patients without events. Markers of neutrophil recruitment (p-selectin) and activation 
[nucleosomes, human neutrophil elastase- α1anti-trypsin (HNE-AT)], an anti-inflammatory 
marker (Lipoxin A4), and a clotting activity marker (d-dimer), were measured with ELISA. 
Coagulation potential was analyzed by thrombin generation (CAT method).

Results
Higher nucleosome levels were found in DVT patients [11.3 U/mL (7.4–17.7)] compared to 
PAD patients [7.1 U/mL (5.1–13.8)], lower HNE-AT levels were found in DVT patients [33.4 
ng/mL (23.5–40.5)] in comparison to PAD patients [158 ng/mL (88.1–283)]. No difference in 
nucleosome levels was found between DVT patients with cardiovascular (CV) events [12.6 U/
mL (8.2–16.1)], and PAD patients with CV events [6.9 U/mL (4.9–11.2)]. Lipoxin A4 levels 
appeared to be significantly lower in DVT [2.4 ng/mL (1.7–4.8)] vs. PAD [35.6 ng/mL (16.6–
80.1)], with similar results in DVT patients with CV events vs. PAD patients with CV events. 
Thrombin generation showed higher ETP [160.4% (141.1–215.4)], and peak height [292.1% 
(177.9–330)] values in DVT patients. D-dimer levels were significantly lower in the DVT cohort 
[330 ng/mL (220–550)] compared to the PAD cohort [550 ng/mL (369–959)].

Conclusion
In DVT patients, neutrophil activity does not appear to be an important driver of CV events. 
Although neutrophil activity is more pronounced in PAD, its effect is partly dampened by 
Lipoxin A4. Moreover, no associations were found between NET products and coagulation 
activity, suggesting that neutrophil activation does not play a pivotal role in the risk of thrombosis 
in either DVT or PAD.
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INTRODUCTION

There is an increased risk for atherothrombosis following deep venous thrombosis (DVT) 1–3. 
Prandoni et al. showed that the prevalence of symptomatic atherosclerotic plaques is significantly 
higher in patients with a history of DVT, suggesting there might be an overlap in the pathogenesis 
of both diseases 4. Moreover, epidemiological studies have highlighted the association between 
venous and arterial thrombosis, mainly focusing on the presence of common risk factors including 
obesity, diabetes, and hypertriglyceridemia 5. Although the increased risk of cardiovascular 
events following venous thrombosis has consistently been reported 6,7, the opposite association 
is much less defined. Some authors report an increased risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) 
in the first 3 to 6 months after an acute arterial cardiovascular event, but after that period, 
the increased risk disappears 8,9. Common pathophysiological mechanisms linking arterial and 
venous thrombosis are most likely related to inflammation and hypercoagulability. Both arterial 
thrombosis, and to a lesser extent venous thrombosis, have been associated with increased 
markers of inflammation 10,11. Additionally, increased thrombin generation  in vivo  12 and  ex 
vivo 13 has been associated with coronary artery disease as well as peripheral artery disease (PAD) 
and is also related to increased VTE occurrence 14. One mechanism linking inflammation and 
coagulation is the activation of neutrophils and the ability to adhere to platelets and endothelial 
surfaces. These cellular interactions are likely to contribute to a “prethrombotic state” or overt 
hypercoagulability. P-selectin is a cell adhesion molecule expressed by activated endothelium and 
activated platelets; its role in inflammation lies in the recruitment of neutrophils. Upregulation 
of p-selectin expression was shown to be associated with the progression of atherosclerotic 
lesions 15 while inhibition resulted in accelerated thrombolysis and restoration of blood flow 
in thrombosed veins in animal studies 16,17. Activation of neutrophils induces the formation 
of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), an important mechanism in the interplay between 
inflammation and coagulation. NETs are webs of de-condensed chromatin in the extracellular 
space with citrullinated histones and proteases, produced by activated neutrophils. NETs have 
thus far been described in relation to their antimicrobial activity 18, a scaffold function for red 
blood cells and platelets 19, and activation of platelets 20, facilitating the onset of thrombosis with 
increased thrombin generation (TG) 21–24. Investigating the inflammatory and hypercoagulable 
role of NETs can be challenging because several markers are non-specific for NET formation. 
Extracellular nucleosomes, for example, are not only released during NET formation, but levels 
can also be elevated due to necrosis and apoptosis 25. Unlike nucleosomes, human neutrophil 
elastase α1anti-trypsin (HNE-AT) complexes are more specific for the formation of NETs 26. 
HNE is known to cleave tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) and stimulate fibrin formation 16. 
Lipoxin, a metabolite of arachidonic acid, is a product of the leukocyte-platelet interaction with 
an important role in dampening the inflammatory response. The role of lipoxins in ischemia-
reperfusion is well-known 27, so one could speculate that lipoxin could also be protective in PAD 
and DVT. Our aim with this explorative study is to assess platelet activation and neutrophil 
recruitment as well as anti-inflammatory markers and markers of coagulation in patients with 
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non-acute DVT and patients with peripheral artery disease (PAD), in order to elucidate the 
role of neutrophils and substantiate arguments for a common biochemical background for the 
occurrence of atherothrombotic events in these patient populations with chronic vascular disease.

METHODS

Patients and controls
Plasma was collected from patients from two previously established cohorts (PAD and DVT) at 
the Maastricht University Medical Center+ (MUMC+) 28,29. From the cohort of patients with 
PAD, 40 patients were selected; 20 patients who experienced a cardiovascular (CV) event during 
follow-up and 20 patients who did not experience such an event, matched for age and sex to 
patients with CV events. Cardiovascular events were defined as myocardial infarction or angina 
pectoris (n = 1), stroke (n = 1), acute limb ischemia or revascularization procedure (n = 17), or the 
need for interventional treatment (n = 1). Patients from the PAD cohort were newly diagnosed by 
ankle-brachial index (ABI) measurements, an ABI < 0.9 was considered to indicate PAD 30. Most 
of these patients were classified as stage IIa or IIb in the Fontaine classification 31. Patients were 
excluded based on the use of medication affecting coagulation (except for platelet aggregation 
inhibitors), documented congenital coagulation disorders, documented chronic inflammatory 
diseases, active malignancy, pregnancy, and age <18. Patients with DVT were selected from a 
cohort of patients that experienced at least one DVT. From this cohort, we selected a total of 
75 patients; 25 patients who had experienced a recurrent event during follow-up, 25 age and 
sex-matched patients that did not experience a recurrent thrombotic event, and 25 patients from 
the same cohort that developed post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS). Patients with documented 
chronic inflammatory diseases or with known venous insufficiency were excluded. The Medical 
Ethics Committee (METC) of the Maastricht University Medical Center (MUMC+) approved 
both the PAD study (NL19929.068.07) and the DVT study (METC 15-4-256).

Blood collection and storage
Venous blood was drawn from subjects in resting condition and collected by antecubital 
venipuncture with 21-gauge needles and 3.2% (w/v) citrated Vacutainer glass tubes. The tubes 
were processed using the standard platelet-poor plasma (PPP) centrifugation protocol used at our 
laboratory (2,000 × g for 5 min, 10,000 × g for 10 min). Samples were frozen and stored at −80°. 
Analysis was performed at one point in time, avoiding repeated freeze-thaw cycles.
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Measurements
Plasma levels of extracellular nucleosomes and HNE-AT were assayed using in-house ELISAs 
as described previously 32. To detect extracellular nucleosomes, monoclonal antibody CLB-
ANA/60 (Sanquin, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) which recognizes histone 3 was coated. 
Biotinylated F(ab)2 fragments of monoclonal antibody CLB-ANA/58 (Sanquin, Amsterdam, 
the Netherlands), that recognizes the histone 2A/2B complex when bound to DNA was used 
for detection. As a standard, culture supernatant of apoptotic Jurkat cells (1 × 106 cells/mL) was 
used. One unit is the number of nucleosomes released by ≈100 Jurkat cells. The lower detection 
limit of the assay was 2.5 U/mL, the coefficients of variation were 8.5% (inter-assay) and 4.3% 
(intra-assay). 

HNE-AT complexes were detected using plates coated with a polyclonal rabbit anti-human 
neutrophil elastase antibody (Sanquin, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Bound complexes were 
detected by incubation with biotinylated monoclonal anti–α1-antitrypsin antibody followed by 
poly-horseradish peroxidase-labeled streptavidin. Results are expressed in ng/mL by reference to 
a standard curve of normal human citrated plasma in which HNE-AT complexes were generated 
by incubating with purified elastase for 15 min at room temperature. The lower detection of the 
assay was 2 ng/mL. The coefficients of variation were 9.5% (inter-assay) and 5.7% (intra-assay).

Soluble p-selectin levels were assessed in plasma samples using commercially available ELISA 
(R&D MyBioSource, San Diego, California, USA). Lipoxin plasma levels were evaluated using a 
commercially available ELISA kit (Human lipoxin A4 (LXA4), Bio-Connect Services, Huissen, 
the Netherlands). All commercial ELISA’s were performed according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. The coagulation potential in plasma was assessed using the calibrated automated 
thrombin generation (CAT) assay (Thrombinoscope BV). This method employs a low-affinity 
fluorogenic substrate for thrombin, and thereby enables continuous monitoring of thrombin 
activity in clotting plasma. For each measurement, 80 μL of human PPP was added to 20 μL 
of fluorogenic substrate, 20 μL of trigger reagent, and calcium chloride, as previously reported 
33. D-dimer fragments, a marker for fibrin formation and cleavage were determined as part of 
routine patient management using a latex-enhanced immunoassay (Innovance assay, Siemens 
Healthcare, Marburg, Germany).

Statistical analysis
Baseline characteristics were collected and differences between cohorts were analyzed using 
Chi-square testing. Differences in plasma levels of all markers between the DVT and PAD 
cohort were analyzed using the two samples  t-test (parametric) or Mann-Whitney test (non-
parametric). T-test results are shown as the mean and standard deviation, and Mann-Whitney 
results are shown as the median and 25th and 75th percentile. Subgroup analysis was performed 
with the one-way ANOVA (parametric) or the Kruskal-Wallis test (non-parametric). ANOVA 
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results are shown as the mean and standard deviation, and Kruskal-Wallis results are shown as 
the median and 25th and 75th percentile. Correlations between d-dimer levels and markers of 
neutrophil activation were analyzed using linear regression. P < 0.05 was considered statistically 
significant. Identification and exclusion of outliers were performed using the ROUT method. 
Testing for normality was carried out with the D’Agostino Pearson test. All analyses were 
performed using GraphPad Prism version 7 for MAC OS X, GraphPad Software, La Jolla 
California USA, www.graphpad.com.

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics
Plasma from a total of 115 patients, 75 DVT patients and 40 PAD patients, was analyzed. 
Patient characteristics for these patients are shown in Table 1. Within the selected population of 
75 patients from the DVT cohort we identified 10 patients with cardiovascular (CV) events, 2 
of whom also had CV events prior to the DVT. These 10 patients were evenly distributed over 
the subgroups, with, respectively 3 patients in the DVT group without recurrence, 3 patients in 
the DVT group with recurrence, and 4 patients in the DVT group with PTS, leaving 65 DVT 
patients without CV events (Figure 1). Patients in the DVT cohort who experienced a CV event 
were older compared to patients in the other groups. PAD patients with CV events were more 
likely to be female. As expected, the use of oral anticoagulants was higher in DVT patients (63%) 
compared to PAD patients (0%), while the use of antiplatelet agents was much lower in DVT 
(5%) than in PAD (95%).

DVT DVT PAD PAD

CV event No CV event CV event No CV event

n = 10 n = 65 n = 20 n = 20

Mean age (SD) 76 (7.5)* 69 (13.1) 68.7 (8.3) 68.3 (6)

Male gender (%) 7 (70) 42 (76.4) 9 (45) 15 (75)*

Anticoagulants (VKA, DOAC) (%) 7 (70) 40 (72.7) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Antiplatelet medication (%) 3 (30)* 1 (1.8) 20 (100) 18 (90)

Statin (%) 3 (30)* 5 (9.1) 14 (70) 15 (75)

Table 1: Baseline characteristics, significant differences (p < 0.05) within cohorts depicted with *. VKA, vitamin K 
antagonist; DOAC, direct oral anticoagulant.
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Figure 1: Cohort distribution of 40 patients with PAD and 75 patients with DVT.

Markers of inflammation
Plasma levels of p-selectin were assessed to gather information on the activation of blood platelets 
and endothelial cells, with potential impact on the recruitment of neutrophils. No difference in 
p-selectin levels in plasma from DVT and PAD patients was found (DVT 35.6 ng/mL (27.3–
40.9), PAD 37.9 ng/mL (30.4–46.2), p = 0.08) (Figure 2A). P-selectin levels did not differ in 
DVT patients with CV events compared to PAD patients with events (Table 2, Figure 2B). 
P-selectin levels neither differed between the DVT subgroups (Table 3).

Neutrophil activation was assessed by measuring plasma nucleosome levels and levels of HNE-
AT. Nucleosome plasma levels were significantly higher in the DVT cohort compared to the 
PAD cohort (11.3 U/mL (7.4–17.7) vs. 7.1 U/mL (5.1–13.8), p < 0.01) (Figure 2C). Plasma 
nucleosome levels in DVT patients with CV events were similar to nucleosomes levels in PAD 
patients with CV events [12.6 U/mL (8.2–16.1) vs. 6.9 U/mL (4.9–11.2), p = 0.32] (Figure 2D). 
Analysis of the DVT subgroups showed significantly higher nucleosome levels in patients with 
PTS (Table 3).
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Plasma levels of HNE-AT were substantially lower in DVT patients compared to PAD patients 
(33.4 ng/mL (23.5–40.5) vs. 158 ng/mL (88.1–283), p  < 0.001) (Figure 2E). DVT patients 
with CV events also had significantly lower HNE-AT levels compared to PAD patients with CV 
events (Table 2, Figure 2F). DVT subgroup analysis showed higher HNE-AT plasma levels in 
PTS patients (Table 3).

Anti-inflammatory marker lipoxin A4 was found to be significantly lower in DVT patients 
compared to PAD patients [2.4 ng/mL (1.7–4.8) vs. 35.6 ng/mL (16.6–80.1), p < 0.001] (Figure 
2G). DVT patients with CV events had significantly lower lipoxin A4 levels compared to PAD 
patients with CV events (Table 2, Figure 2H). No differences were observed between DVT 
subgroups (Table 3).

All DVT All PAD P-value DVT + CV 
event

PAD + CV 
event

P-value

P-selectin
(ng/mL)

35.6
(27.3-40.9)

37.9
(30.4-46.2) NS 35.5

(25.3-40.4)
42.9

(32.3-47.8) NS

Nucleosomes
(U/mL)

11.3
(7.4-17.7)

7.1 
(5.1-13.8) < 0.01 12.6

(8.2-16.1)
6.9

(4.9-11.2) NS

HNE-AT
(ng/mL)

33.4
(23.5-40.5)

158
(88.1-283) < 0.001 33.4

(23-39.4)
33.2

(22.9-38.1) NS

Lipoxin A4
(ng/mL)

2.4
(1.7-4.8)

35.6
(16.6-80.1) < 0.001 2

(1.5-3)
51.2

(18.7-88.7) < 0.001

Table 2: Inflammatory markers in all DVT and PAD patients, and specifically in DVT and PAD patients with CV 
events. P-values ≥ 0.05 are shown as non-significant (NS).

DVT SUBGROUPS

No recurrence Recurrence P-value PTS P-value

P-selectin
(ng/mL)

30.4
(23-39.2)

36.4
(29.5-45.9) NS 37

(27.8-42.9) NS

Nucleosomes
(U/mL)

8.7
(5.5-11.3)

11.3
(7.3-19.3) NS 17

(15.3-24.9) < 0.001

HNE-AT
(ng/mL)

31.3
(20.6-35.9)

35.1 
(24.5-38) NS 40.4

(31.3-44.6) 0.046

Lipoxin A4
(ng/mL)

2.1
(1.6-4.3)

2.6
(1.8-4.2) NS 3.4

(1.7-10.5) NS

Table 3: Inflammatory markers in the DVT subgroups a) no recurrence, b) recurrence, and c) PTS. P-values ≥ 0.05 are 
shown as non-significant (NS).
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Markers of coagulation
The CAT thrombin generation assay yields data on lag time, endogenous thrombin potential 
(ETP), and peak height. Both the ETP and peak height are shown as “normalized” values. 
Thrombin generation and d-dimer levels were only assessed in patients not on anticoagulant 
treatment (Figure 3). The lag time was equal in DVT patients and PAD patients, with, respectively 
5.5 min (4.8–6.7) and 5.5 min (4.7–6.2), p = 0.83. No difference in lag time was found between 
DVT patients with CV events and PAD patients with CV events (Table 4). Subgroup analysis 
of the DVT cohort showed no differences either (Table 5). We observed a higher ETP in DVT 
patients [160.4% (141.1–215.4)] compared to PAD patients [75.7% (59.3–93.1)], p < 0.001. 
A non-significant difference was found between DVT patients with CV events [144.7% (98.1–
192.3)] and PAD patients with CV events [70.4 % (57.6–92.6)], p = 0.11. Subgroup analysis 
of the DVT cohort showed no differences in ETP (Table 5). Peak height was significantly higher 
in DVT patients compared to PAD patients [292.1% (177.9–330) vs. 82.2% (53.8–103.7), p < 
0.001]. Higher peak height levels were also observed in DVT patients with CV events compared 
to PAD patients with CV events (Table 4). No differences in peak height were found between the 
DVT subgroups (Table 5).

D-dimer levels were significantly lower in the DVT cohort compared to the PAD cohort, 
respectively 330 ng/mL (220–550) and 550 ng/mL (369–959), p = 0.003. No differences in 
d-dimer levels were observed between DVT patients with CV events and PAD patients with 
CV events [380 ng/mL (199–500) vs. 524 ng/mL (362.3–1024), p  = 0.99]. DVT subgroup 
analysis showed significantly lower d-dimer levels in DVT patients without recurrence compared 
to patients with recurrence and patients with PTS (Table 5). D-dimer levels in DVT patients did 
not correlate with nucleosome levels (p = 0.42) or HNE-AT levels (p = 0.14). There neither was 
a correlation with nucleosome levels (p = 0.49) nor HNE-AT levels (p = 0.38) in PAD patients.

All DVT All PAD P-value DVT + CV 
event

PAD + CV 
event

P-value

Lag time
(min)

5.5 
(4.7-6.2)

5.5 
(4.8-6.7) NS 5.8 

(4.9-6.9)
5.5  

(4.3-6.6) NS

ETP
(%)

160.4
 (141.1-215.4)

75.5
 (59.3-93.1) < 0.001 144.7 

(98.1-192.3)
70.4 

(57.6-92.6) NS

Peak height
(%)

292.1
 (177.9-330)

82.2
 (53.8-103.7) < 0.001 238 

(169.3-319)
74.4 

(51.4-100.9) < 0.001

D-dimer
(ng/mL)

330 
(220-550)

550
 (369-959) 0.003 380 

(199-500)
524

 (362.3-1024) NS

Table 4: Coagulation markers in all DVT and PAD patients, and specifically in DVT and PAD patients with CV events. 
P-values ≥ 0.05 are shown as non-significant (NS).
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DVT SUBGROUPS

No recurrence Recurrence P-value PTS P-value

Lag time
(min)

5.7 
(4-6.7)

5.2
 (4.8-6.7) NS 6.5

 (4.3-7.6) NS

ETP
(%)

151
 (63.4-198.6)

183.2 
(150.5-223.5) NS 160.4

 (111.5-203.6) NS

Peak height
(%)

236.2 
(103.2-329.5)

295.1 
(214.3-412.7) NS 290.3

 (173.6-330) NS

D-dimer
(ng/mL)

225 
(199-297)

580
 (330-1950) 0.008 380 

(257-500) 0.001

Table 5: Coagulation markers in the DVT subgroups a) no recurrence, b) recurrence, and c) PTS. P-values ≥ 0.05 are 
shown as non-significant (NS).
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Figure 2: Inflammatory (A-F) and anti-inflammatory (G, H) markers in DVT patients and PAD patients.
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Figure 3: Coagulation markers in DVT patients and PAD patients. Figure A resembles thrombin generation curves in 
PAD and DVT patients, with an increased peak height seen in DVT patients. 

DISCUSSION

In this explorative study, we assessed the role of inflammation and coagulation in patients with 
non-acute DVT and patients with PAD in order to demonstrate a possible common biochemical 
background for the occurrence of atherothrombotic events in these patient populations. We 
used highly selected markers reflecting the interplay between platelet and endothelial activation 
(soluble p-selectin), neutrophil activation (nucleosomes and HNE-AT) as well as an inflammation 
inhibiting pathway component (lipoxin A4); Finally, we explored the activity of the coagulation 
system by probing the potential to generate thrombin and by assessing a sensitive marker of 
coagulation activity, utilizing d-dimer (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: P-selectin expression with downstream pathways leading to a prothrombotic and/or proinfl ammatory state. 
FXII, Factor XII; TF, tissue factor; TFPI, tissue factor pathway inhibitor; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase.

We postulated that p-selectin would play a role in the interactions among platelets, leukocyte 
populations, and endothelial cells, together with CD40 and several chemokines derived from 
platelets 34,35. We demonstrate non-signifi cantly higher levels of p-selectin in PAD patients 
compared to DVT patients, indicating that at least in the non-acute phase of vascular disease, 
there is no major diff erence in the degree of platelet activation and to a lesser extent endothelial 
activation. Th is may be in part related to the fact that the clear majority of PAD patients were on 
antiplatelet therapy attenuating platelet reactivity to some extent 36.

In contrast to the lack of diff erence in p-selectin levels between patients with venous or arterial 
vascular disease, substantial diff erences in plasma levels of neutrophil products were observed. 
We demonstrate higher nucleosome levels in non-acute DVT patients, whereas higher HNE-AT 
levels were observed in PAD patients: the diff erences in plasma levels of both biomarkers were 
unexpected and may in part be explained by their specifi city for NETosis. Activated neutrophils 
secrete nucleosomes, but apoptosis in any cell type will also give rise to increased nucleosome 
levels due to cell destruction 37. One could speculate that cell death, for instance, due to venous 
congestion secondary to venous thrombosis, is a more prominent phenomenon in patients 
with a prior DVT than in those with arterial vascular disease. Subgroup analysis demonstrated 
diff erent nucleosome levels within the DVT cohort, as DVT patients with PTS had higher 
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nucleosome levels compared to DVT patients without PTS or recurrence. These results suggest 
more pronounced apoptosis with the release of nucleosomes in relation to post-thrombotic 
vascular remodeling. In contrast, HNE-AT is a more specific marker for NETosis by neutrophils, 
although macrophages may also secrete HNE. Both neutrophils and macrophages are key players 
in atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis. Dollery et al. demonstrated the presence of HNE in 
macrophage-rich shoulders of atherosclerotic plaques but not in normal arteries. Moreover, these 
macrophages were shown to contain HNE mRNA. One may indeed expect that systemic HNE 
levels are also higher in PAD patients, reflecting the burden of atherosclerotic disease. It remains 
uncertain how substantial the contribution of neutrophil activation is toward the measured 
HNE-AT levels. While the association between nucleosomes and vascular remodeling has yet to 
be investigated, neutrophil elastase (measured as HNE-AT) is known to contribute to vascular 
remodeling and promote plaque rupture 38. We did, however, not find an increase in CV events 
in patients with higher HNE-AT levels. Moreover, plasma levels of nucleosomes and HNE-AT 
in DVT patients with CV events differed significantly from plasma levels in PAD patients with 
these events, making it highly unlikely that neutrophil activation is a common mechanism of 
comparable significance in the occurrence of CV events in both cohorts.

A wide variety of mechanisms that counteract inflammatory processes have been identified in 
the past, and we aimed to assess anti-inflammatory capabilities by measuring lipoxin A4 levels. 
We demonstrate significantly higher lipoxin A4 levels in PAD patients in comparison to DVT 
patients. Lipoxin levels were not associated with the occurrence of CV events in both DVT and 
PAD patients. The relatively high levels of lipoxin A4 may at least in part be attributed to the 
actions of low-dose aspirin, known to stimulate the levels of this anti-inflammatory mediator in 
vivo 39. Another factor may be the stronger activity of macrophages in patients with atherosclerosis, 
as compared to the DVT cohort, which may also modulate the production of lipoxin A4. Via 
this mechanism, a macrophage can limit its apoptosis pathway, as previous studies have shown 
inhibition of apoptosis by lipoxin A4 40.

Neutrophils and hypercoagulability
We assessed hypercoagulability by measuring thrombin generation and d-dimer levels. Thrombin 
generation appeared to be increased in DVT patients, whereas d-dimer levels were higher in 
PAD patients. We found no difference in lag time, indicating that the onset of thrombin 
generation is essentially the same. ETP and peak height were, on the other hand, higher in 
DVT patients, implicating that a prethrombotic state is more pronounced in DVT patients. 
Due to low numbers, we were not able to show significantly higher ETP values in DVT patients 
with CV events in comparison to PAD patients with CV events. These thrombin generation 
results are consistent with the concept that venous thrombosis is stronger dependent on blood 
coagulation reactivity, as compared to atherothrombotic events in atherosclerosis. A recent study 
pointed out that PAD patients have a “normal” thrombin generation profile compared to healthy 
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controls, which is in line with our results. Kleinegris et al. however also demonstrated an increased 
ability to form stable clots in comparison to healthy controls, most likely due to an increase in 
fibrinogen in atherosclerosis 28. These conclusions support our finding that d-dimer levels are 
increased in PAD patients. As more fibrin is formed, more fibrinolysis will likely occur, and thus 
more d-dimer will be formed.

Activated neutrophils can support coagulability via several mechanisms. In DVT, where 
nucleosomes are more pronounced, FXII can be auto-activated by negatively charged DNA 
backbones 41. Moreover, nucleosomes inhibit TFPI and thereby also promote coagulation 42. 
Human neutrophil elastase, increased in PAD, stimulates matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 
production and activation. Furthermore, through inhibition of TFPI by elastase, thrombin 
and subsequent fibrin production as well as vascular remodeling may be promoted 16. Together, 
these data suggest different neutrophil (and probably macrophage) mediated mechanisms to be 
operational in venous and arterial vascular disease.

Strengths and limitations
Thrombo-inflammation is involved in both arterial and venous thrombosis, and common 
pathophysiological pathways have yet to be elucidated. This study gives insights into the possible 
involvement of neutrophil activation in the occurrence of thrombotic events. Our results are 
hypothesis-generating regarding pathogenic mechanisms in DVT and PAD.

The number of patients in the DVT and PAD cohort was too small to reliably analyze subgroups. 
Here, we also had to exclude DVT patients on anticoagulants to prevent interference with the 
outcome of thrombin generation testing and d-dimer levels. In general, the selected biomarkers 
are insufficient to document the contribution of platelets, neutrophils, and other relevant cells and 
microvesicles in these complex pathologies. In addition, even statistically significant differences 
for markers like nucleosomes should be considered with caution, given the lack of knowledge 
on the biological significance. For this matter, our data and interpretation of differences between 
populations must be regarded as hypothesis-generating.

Conclusion
Our findings suggest that in patients with previous DVT neutrophil activity is not an important 
driver of CV events. In subjects with PAD, neutrophil activity is more pronounced and in part 
dampened by increased lipoxin A4. We did not detect any associations between neutrophil and 
nucleosome levels and markers of coagulation activity, suggesting that neutrophil activation is 
not a common driver of thrombosis risk in DVT and PAD.
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ABSTRACT

Background and objective
Patients with lower extremity peripheral artery disease (PAD) are at increased risk of major 
adverse cardiovascular events (MACE). Numerous plasma biomarkers have been investigated 
in lower extremity PAD, but none are used for clinical risk assessment. We aimed to provide a 
comprehensive overview of biomarker testing in PAD as a first step to improving risk stratification.

Methods and results
A systematic literature review in MEDLINE/PubMed, Cochrane, and Embase was performed, 
identifying all studies investigating plasma biomarkers in association with cardiovascular events 
and mortality in lower extremity PAD. Forty-seven studies comprising 21473 PAD patients met 
our criteria and were included. Effect estimates were provided by the studies based on a minimum 
follow-up of one year. Meta-analyses were performed by pooling studies per biomarker for each 
endpoint. Patients with increased hs-CRP levels had a RR of 1.86 (1.48-2.33) for MACE and 
a RR of 3.49 (2.35-5.19) for mortality. Increased fibrinogen and d-dimer levels were associated 
with an increased RR of mortality of 2.08 (1.46-2.97) and 2.22 (1.24-3.98), respectively. 
Additionally, patients with increased NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT levels were at an even higher risk 
of mortality with RRs of 4.50 (2.98-6.81) and 3.33 (2.70-4.10), respectively. 

Conclusion
This systematic review identifies promising biomarkers representing different pathophysiological 
processes implicated in lower extremity PAD, including hs-CRP, NLR, fibrinogen, d-dimer, NT-
proBNP, and hs-cTnT. Clinical implementation should be preceded by a management study to 
test the utility of a combination of these markers for individual risk stratification. Ultimately, this 
may contribute to tailored treatment and increased effectiveness of current treatment strategies 
in PAD.  
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INTRODUCTION

Peripheral arterial occlusive disease is a manifestation of systemic atherosclerosis resulting in 
progressive blood flow restriction in peripheral arteries, ultimately leading to atherothrombosis. 
Although PAOD can occur in multiple arterial beds, the focus of this systematic review will be on 
lower extremity peripheral artery disease (PAD). Like any atherosclerotic disease, the prevalence 
of lower extremity PAD continues to increase worldwide, now affecting 5% of the population 
aged 45-49 years up to 18% at the age of 85-89 years in high-income countries 1. Risk factors 
contributing to this high prevalence include hypertension, obesity, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, 
and smoking 2. Lower extremity PAD patients have increased mortality rates compared to non-
PAD populations, mainly due to higher incidences of myocardial infarction and stroke 3–6. These 
patients typically have more extensive coronary artery disease as well as increased progression of 
atherosclerosis 7. 

While on average the risk of cardiovascular complications including death is increased, there is 
marked heterogeneity among patients. Individual risk estimation in PAD patients is based on 
the Fontaine or Rutherford classification in combination with the ankle-brachial index which 
is the current gold standard for vascular severity classification. These classifications divide lower 
extremity PAD into two major groups, namely patients with claudication (Fontaine I and II) and 
patients with chronic limb-threatening ischemia (Fontaine III and IV). Patients with claudication 
tend to be the mild PAD group, whereas patients with chronic limb-threatening ischemia are the 
more severe PAD patients. To improve the risk estimation in lower extremity PAD as a whole, 
many plasma biomarkers have been investigated. Since systemic atherosclerosis is characterized 
by chronic inflammation, most of the investigated biomarkers are inflammation-related. A recent 
systematic review specifically focused on C-reactive protein (CRP) and showed an association 
with major cardiovascular events in lower extremity PAD populations 8. 

Coagulation markers, such as d-dimer and fibrinogen have also been extensively studied. A 
systematic review conducted in 2013, found a two-fold increased risk of arterial thrombotic 
events and cardiovascular mortality in subjects with lower extremity PAD and increased levels of 
d-dimer. Short-term prediction of cardiovascular events was found to be more successful compared 
to long-term prediction (> 4 years) 9. The third group of biomarkers contains cardiac markers 
including N-Terminal pro-Brain Natriuretic Peptide (NT-proBNP) 10,11 and high-sensitive 
cardiac Troponin T (hs-cTnT) 10, but these biomarkers have not been reviewed systematically 
in lower extremity PAD thus far. Apart from these three major groups of plasma biomarkers, 
there are more than thirty proteins that were found to be associated with cardiovascular risk and 
increased mortality.
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In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we provide a comprehensive overview of state of the 
art of biomarker testing in PAD, as a first step to improved risk assessment. 

METHODS

We conducted and reported this systematic review in accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement 12.  The protocol was 
published on PROSPERO (submitted November 4, 2019; awaiting number) (https://www.crd.
york.ac.uk). 

Literature search
This systematic review used MEDLINE/PubMed, Cochrane, and Embase to identify all 
cohort studies and case-control studies on plasma biomarkers in populations with peripheral 
artery disease. All databases were searched systematically up to April 2019 by two independent 
researchers using identical search terms. Used terms were “peripheral artery disease”, “peripheral 
vascular disease”, or “intermittent claudication”, or “critical limb ischemia”, or “critical limb-
threatening ischemia”; and “plasma biomarker”; and “cardiovascular outcome” or “cardiovascular 
mortality”, or “mortality”, or “cardiovascular event”, or “myocardial infarction”, or “stroke”, or 
“limb loss, or “amputation”. When available, we also included the attached MeSH-term to the 
search and also applied the following filters: publication date from January 2000 and later, studies 
conducted on humans and the English language. To prevent missing studies which did not have 
“plasma biomarker” as a keyword, we added the specific names of biomarkers to the search and 
also performed hand searching. Although the focus of this review is on lower extremity PAD, we 
used the search term PAD as this term was more commonly used in the past. Both researchers 
performed an eligibility assessment. Eligible studies were screened on title and abstract first using 
the in-and exclusion criteria.

Study eligibility
In this systematic review, case-control studies and cohort studies, both prospective and retrospective 
analyzing patients with lower extremity PAD, were included. Lower extremity PAD had to be 
confirmed with an ankle-brachial index below 0.90 or by the use of medical records showing 
that patients had undergone an intervention for lower extremity PAD. Furthermore, only studies 
that investigated a plasma biomarker and had defined a cardiovascular endpoint after at least one 
year of follow-up, were included. Biomarkers that were reported in multiple studies (>2) were 
included in this review. Investigation of a non-plasmatic or calculation-based biomarker, studies 
on a population other than a PAD population, or the absence of a cardiovascular outcome were 
reasons for exclusion.
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Data extraction
Two authors independently performed, the search, selection of studies, data extraction, and 
assessment of quality (BK, LW). Disagreements were resolved in a consensus discussion. A third 
author (AtC) checked for accuracy and made the final decision. Data was systematically extracted 
from the full-text articles and was categorized per biomarker. Duplicate publications of the same 
study were checked for additional data. Categorized data consisted of the author’s name and 
publication year, period and location of investigation, study design, and study population (total 
number of patients and distribution of intermittent claudication and chronic limb-threatening 
ischemia), setting, and follow-up duration, outcome, (adjusted) results and conclusion.

Quality assessment
Risk of bias in the included studies through assessment of the methodological quality was 
carried out using the Newcastle Ottawa Assessment Scale 13. Cohort studies were scored on the 
following topics: representativeness of the exposed cohort, selection of the non-exposed cohort, 
ascertainment of exposure, demonstration that outcome of interest was not present at the start of 
the study, comparability of cohorts on the basis of the design or analysis, assessment of outcome, 
follow-up length and adequacy of follow-up. Case-control studies were scored on other topics: 
adequacy of case definition, representativeness of the cases, selection of controls, definition of 
controls, comparability of bases and controls on the basis of the design or analysis, ascertainment 
of exposure, method of ascertainment between cases and controls and non-response rate. Based 
on these topics, studies were allocated stars, ranging from 0 (worst possible) and 9 (best possible).

Analysis
The total number of events and the total population within a study were collected and risk 
ratios were calculated across different thresholds. Dichotomous outcomes were expressed as 
relative risks (RR) with their 95% confidence intervals (CI). All results in the meta-analyses 
were unadjusted and may therefore differ from the adjusted hazard risks (HRs) as presented in 
some of the underlying studies. If a study did only report time to event curves without exact 
numbers of events within a group, the event rate was estimated by using the reported Kaplan-
Meier curves. Meta-analyses were performed by pooling studies per biomarker for each outcome 
using the Mantel-Haenszel method in a random effects meta-analysis model. Heterogeneity 
among included studies was explored qualitatively and quantitatively by using the chi-square 
test of heterogeneity and I2 statistics. In cases with more than 50% heterogeneity, sensitivity 
analyses were carried out. All meta-analyses were carried out using Review Manager (RevMan) 
[Computer program]. Version 5.3. Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane 
Collaboration, 2014. P-values < 0.05 are significant.
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RESULTS

Study identifi cation
Th e full search was performed in three databases and resulted in 1688 hits, of which 1608 were 
excluded after title and abstract inspection. Th e remaining 80 articles were screened by full-
text inspection, leading to exclusion of another 15 articles. Th e remaining 65 articles were then 
clustered by specifi c type of biomarker. Of the 65 remaining articles, 18 were on biomarkers 
that were only studied once; these specifi c biomarkers did not occur in any other studies. We, 
therefore, chose to just refer to these studies and not to include them in our qualitative or 
quantitative assessments (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Search and study selection.

Study characteristics
Th e 47 studies selected, were performed all over the world, but were mostly conducted in western 
countries. Th e period in which these studies were carried out ranged from 1990 to 2015. Most 
studies (n = 41) had a cohort study design, of which 10 were retrospectively analyzed. Th e 
remaining 6 studies had a case-control study design. Th e study setting could be divided into 
4 categories; random (outpatients and inpatients), inpatients only, pre-intervention and post-
intervention. Th e mean/median follow-up was at least 12 months (Supplemental table 1-4).
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The 47 included studies were sorted per biomarker; several studies appeared in different groups 
as they investigated multiple biomarkers. The following biomarkers were studied: 13 studies 
investigated high-sensitive CRP (hs-CRP) 11,14–26, 2 reported on growth differentiation factor 15 
(GDF-15) 14,27, 2 on Myeloperoxidase (MPO) 24,28, 6  on the neutrophil-Lymphocyte ratio (NLR) 
29–34, 2 assessed serum amyloid A (SAA) 22,35, 6 reported on fibrinogen 19,35–39, another 7 assessed 
d-dimer 22,25,38,40–43, 7 investigated NT-proBNP 11,15,17,44–47,  5 high-sensitive cardiac Troponin T 
(hs-cTnT) 10,44,45,48,49, 4 dimethylarginine 50–53, 4  assessed adiponectin 54–57 and 3 homocysteine 
18,22,58. Investigated outcomes were heterogeneous across studies but mainly included all-cause 
mortality, cardiovascular mortality, cardiovascular events, major adverse cardiovascular events 
(MACE), major adverse limb events (MALE), coronary events, amputation-free survival, 
amputation, reintervention for lower extremity PAD, and graft patency. Studies investigating 
hs-CRP, fibrinogen, d-dimer, NT-proBNP, hs-cTnT, and adiponectin provided sufficient data 
to perform meta-analyses. The remaining biomarkers did not have sufficient data to create forest 
plots and are therefore not visualized.

The 18 articles that were not selected studied a-defensin 21,  matrix metalloproteinase 10 59, 
galectin-3 60, soluble tumor necrosis-like weak inducer of apoptosis 61, ferritin 62, activated 
protein C-protein C inhibitor complex 63, angiopoietin-related growth factor 64, fatty acid-
binding protein 4 65, alkyl-phosphatidylcholine and alkenylphosphatidylcholine lipids 66, 
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol 66, malondialdehyde-modified low-density lipoprotein 67, 
lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 68, cardiac Troponin I 69, phosphate 70, carboxy-terminal 
telopeptide of type I collagen 15, cholinesterase 71, eicosapentaenoic acid to arachidonic acid ratio 
72 or endothelin-1 73.

Patient characteristics
A total number of 21473 lower extremity PAD patients were investigated in the studies, with an 
average age between 56 and 75 years. 8378 Patients were classified as claudicants, 5313 patients 
had chronic limb-threatening ischemia and for another 7782 lower extremity PAD severity was 
not documented. The classifications for each biomarker are shown in Table 1.
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Biomarker # Studies # Patients # IC # CLTI # Unknown Age (years)

hs-CRP 13 3866 1873 879 1114 64-75

GDF-15 2 632 260 362 10 67-70

MPO 2 562 451 90 21 67

NLR 6 3108 798 1754 556 64-74

SAA 2 488 41 50 397 63-69

Fibrinogen 6 2879 1592 412 875 62-72

D-dimer 7 2493 114 9 2370 56-72

NT-proBNP 7 1312 969 182 161 64-75

hs-cTnT 5 1676 1019 657 0 58-72

ADMA 4 2119 132 106 1881 69-74

Adiponectin 4 1229 736 493 0 66-71

Homocysteine 3 1109 393 319 397 69-76

Table 1: PAD severity and average age of the patient populations for each biomarker. IC = intermittent claudication, 
CLTI = chronic limb-threatening ischemia.

Quality assessment
The results of the quality assessment are shown in Table 2a for the cohort studies and in Table 
2b for the case-control studies. In general, the cohort studies scored higher compared to the 
case-control studies due to the lack of representativeness of the patients. In most cases, the 
exposed cohort was representative for the general lower extremity PAD population. Studies that 
did not score a star on this topic had either a population of only male patients or had a very 
specific patient population such as patients undergoing a lower extremity bypass intervention 
25,26,33,37,45,48,49,54,57. All studies performed well in the selection of the non-exposed cohort, 
ascertainment of exposure, and demonstration of the absence of outcome at the start of the 
study. Also, only studies with a follow-up longer than one year were selected and loss to follow-up 
was minimal in all studies. Only one study did not correct for risk factors 24 and ten studies did 
not elaborate on the assessment of outcome (mortality) 20,23,26,27,29,33,47,54,57,58. For the case-control 
studies, almost all studies provided a clear description of the cases and controls. The selection of 
controls was imperfect as some of these populations were considered hospital controls instead of 
community controls. Furthermore, the ascertainment of exposure was not noted in two studies 
14,51, and neither was the method of ascertainment for cases and controls. Lastly, the non-response 
rate was not shared in three studies 10,14,18.
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Table 2a: Quality assessment of cohort studies by the use of the Newcastle Ottawa Assessment Scale;  green = present, 
yellow = partially present, red = absent
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.
Table 2b: Quality assessment of case-control studies by the use of the Newcastle Ottawa Assessment Scale;  green = 
present, yellow = partially present, red = absent

Inflammatory markers and cardiovascular outcomes in lower extremity PAD 
patients
An overview of all outcomes for the biomarkers is shown in Table 3.

All-cause 
mortality

Cardiovascular 
mortality

MACE/
MALE/AFS

hs-CRP +++ RR 3.49 - +++ RR 1.86

GDF-15 + 0 + HR 1.57-1.70

MPO 0 0 + HR 1.68-6.80

NLR +++ HR 1.10-1.97 + HR 2.04 +++ HR 1.09-2.33

SAA - - -

Fibrinogen +++ RR 2.08 + HR 2.68 +

D-dimer ++ HR 1.17 + RR 2.15 -

NT-proBNP +++ RR 4.60 - ++ HR 1.55-1.60

hs-cTnT +++ RR 3.14 0 +++ HR 2.20-3.71

ADMA ++ HR 1.31-2.23 0 ++ HR 1.70-5.20

Adiponectin +++ RR 1.99 0 -

Homocysteine - 0 + OR 3.4

Table 3: Associations between plasma biomarkers and different outcomes. +++ = association found in three or more 
studies, ++ = association found in two studies, + = association found in one study, 0 = association not investigated, - = 
no association found in any study. 
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hs-CRP: a total of thirteen studies investigated hs-CRP levels and cardiovascular outcome in 
patients with lower extremity PAD. Twelve studies were of good methodological quality and 
only one was of poor quality. Hazard ratios or relative risks were provided in most studies and, 
when possible, a multivariate analysis was performed to control for bias. The overall population 
in which hs-CRP was measured, consisted of mostly claudicants (1873 patients) and but also 
more severe PAD (879 patients). Both newly diagnosed PAD patients and patients who already 
underwent revascularization of the lower limbs were included. All-cause mortality was most 
widely used as outcome, the results of which are shown in a forest plot (Figure 2A). Overall, the 
risk ratio for all-cause mortality in patients with elevated hs-CRP levels was 3.49 (2.35-5.19) 
without heterogeneity between studies. Cardiovascular mortality specifically was reported in 
three studies 21,22,25 but did not show a significant increase in patients with higher hs-CRP levels. 
As shown in Figure 2B, Patients with high hs-CRP levels also had a higher risk ratio for MACE 
compared to patients with low hs-CRP levels (RR 1.86 (1.48-2.33)).

GDF-15: the stress-responsive cytokine GDF-15 is produced among others by macrophages, 
vascular smooth muscle cells, and adipocytes 74. Only two studies investigated GDF-15 as a 
biomarker to predict outcome in lower extremity PAD populations 14,27. Both studies were 
qualitatively assessed as good and had a combined population of 632 patients (260 claudication 
patients, 362 chronic limb-threatening ischemia patients, 10 patients missing). Included patients 
either were undergoing an iliofemoral endarterectomy or were not eligible for conventional 
revascularization. One study showed a decreased risk of amputation-free survival in patients 
with elevated GDF-15 levels, with HRs ranging from 1.57 (1.02-2.41) to 1.78 (1.18-2.69) 27. 
The second study used all-cause mortality as outcome and showed higher levels of GDF-15 in 
patients who died, compared to patients who survived during the follow-up period (5749.6 pg/
mL vs 2849.4 pg/mL, p 0.028) 14.

MPO: this white blood cell-derived inflammatory enzyme is classified as belonging to the 
peroxidases. MPO generates reactive oxidants and radical species that initiate oxidative 
degradation of lipids. MPO is mostly expressed in neutrophils 75, but can also be found in 
monocytes and macrophages 76. Levels of MPO in regard to cardiovascular outcome were 
reported in two studies, one of which was conducted as a prospective cohort study while the 
other was a retrospective cohort study. Both studies mainly investigated patients with chronic 
limb-threatening ischemia, both newly diagnosed patients and patients undergoing endovascular 
therapy. The first study reports an HR of 6.80 (1.20-38.69, p 0.031) for cardiovascular events 24, 
while the other study reports an HR of 1.68 (1.09-2.60, p < 0.05) for MACE 28.

NLR: the ratio of number of neutrophils to the number of lymphocytes 77 was reported in 
six studies. All of these were cohort studies; only one of which was carried out prospectively. 
Nonetheless, all studies were assessed as qualitatively good studies with at least seven out of nine 
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stars. Chronic limb-threatening ischemia was present in most patients (n= 1754), while patients 
suffering from claudication were underrepresented (n = 798). All-cause mortality was used most 
often as outcome and showed an association with increased NLR (HR 1.20, p 0.012 (30); HR 
1.10, p < 0.001 (29); HR 1.97, p 0.03) 33. Comparable results were seen for cardiovascular 
mortality (HR 2.04, p 0.004) 32, MALE (HR 1.09, p < 0.001) 29, amputation (HR 1.14, p < 
0.001) 31 and amputation-free survival (HR 2.38, p 0.000) 34.

SAA: this group of apolipoproteins is upregulated during the acute phase of inflammation. Two 
studies reported results for SAA, both of which were cohort studies of good quality. Although 
the follow-up period differed substantially between the studies, their results show comparable 
outcomes. None of both showed significant associations with cardiovascular outcome. One study 
reported no association between SAA and MACE (HR unknown) 35, while the other study found 
no association between SAA and all-cause mortality (HR unknown, p 0.12) and cardiovascular 
mortality (HR unknown, p 0.19) 22.

Coagulation-inflammation crosstalk markers and cardiovascular outcome in lower
extremity PAD patients
Fibrinogen: levels of fibrinogen were measured in six studies, all prospective cohort studies 
which all scored as qualitatively good (7-9 stars). Patient samples were randomly taken, including 
outpatients and inpatients with PAD. In three out of five studies, all-cause mortality was 
significantly increased (OR 1.44 (1.02-1.94) 37, HR 1.90 (1.11-3.41, p 0.02) 39, with higher 
fibrinogen levels (446.35 mg/L) in patients who died versus 349.8 mg/L in patients who survived, 
p 0.013 19 (Figure 2C). Cardiovascular mortality was increased in patients with higher fibrinogen 
levels (HR 2.68 (1.39-5.16, p 0.003)) 39. MACE, however, did not show an association with 
levels of fibrinogen 35.

D-dimer: seven studies investigated d-dimer levels in relation to cardiovascular outcome in PAD 
patients. The distribution of intermittent claudication and chronic limb-threatening ischemia 
patients was only indicated in one study. Nonetheless, all studies were qualitatively assessed as 
good. The severity of the lower extremity PAD was not described in most studies, but overall, most 
patients were newly diagnosed with lower extremity PAD. All-cause mortality was significantly 
increased in patients with high d-dimer levels in two studies (HR 2.55 and HR 1.17 (1.04-1.32, 
p 0.007)) 38,42. Cardiovascular mortality was increased in one (RR 1.97 (1.06-3.65)) 41, with an 
overall RR for all studies of 2.15 (1.19-3.88) (Figure 2D). Specifically, coronary events were more 
abundant in patients with elevated d-dimer levels (p 0.028) 40.
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D

Figure 2: Forest plots for inflammatory and coagulation markers. (A) shows hs-CRP levels and the risk of mortality, (B) 
shows hs-CRP levels and the risk of MACE, (C) shows fibrinogen levels and the risk of mortality, (D) shows d-dimer 
levels and the risk of mortality (all-cause and CV mortality). The diamond and its width indicate the pooled risk ratio 
(RR) and the corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). M-H = Mantel – Haenszel.

Cardiac markers and cardiovascular outcome in lower extremity PAD patients
NT-proBNP: seven studies reported NT-proBNP as biomarker. All seven studies were of good 
quality and HRs were present for all studies. Overall, most included patients were diagnosed 
with intermittent claudication (n = 969) and only a small group had chronic limb-threatening 
ischemia (n = 182). All-cause mortality was the most investigated outcome and increased HRs 
were seen in patients with elevated NT-proBNP levels. Three studies provided data for meta-
analysis and are presented in a forest plot (Figures 3A and 3B). It is shown that patients with 
increased NT-proBNP levels are at increased risk of mortality compared to PAD patients with 
normal NT-proBNP levels with a risk ratio of 4.60 (2.09-10.10). MACE only appeared to be 
associated with higher levels of NT-proBNP in one out of three studies, with an HR of 1.60 
(1.16-2.22, p < 0.01) 15.
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Hs-cTnT: this cardiac marker was investigated in five studies, four of which were cohort studies 
and one was a case-control study. All studies were of good quality (7-9 stars) and contained both 
inpatient and outpatient PAD populations. Within the total investigated population of 1676 
patients, 1019 had intermittent claudication and 657 had chronic threatening limb ischemia. 
All-cause mortality was increased in patients with elevated hs-cTnT levels with an RR of 3.14 
(1.56-6.34), and 2.28 (1.78-2.93), after performing the sensitivity analysis (Figures 3C and 3D). 
MACE was also increased in two out of three studies, with HRs of 2.89 (p 0.004) 48, 3.25 (p 
0.01) 10 and 1.04 (p 0.562) 45 respectively.

Biomarkers of arterial vessel wall damage and cardiovascular outcome in lower 
extremity PAD patients
ADMA: asymmetric dimethylarginine is a known risk marker in vascular disease, inhibiting the 
NO synthase and causing endothelial dysfunction, vasoconstriction, elevation of blood pressure, 
and aggravation of atherosclerosis. ADMA was investigated in four studies, all of methodological 
good quality. A total of 2119 patients were investigated comprising both inpatients and 
outpatients with lower extremity PAD. All-cause mortality was increased with high ADMA levels 
(HR 2.23, p 0.024 50 and HR 1.31, p 0.037) 51. MACE was also increased in patients with higher 
levels of ADMA (HR 5.2, p < 0.001 52 and HR 1.70, p 0.043) 53.

Adiponectin: the adipocyte-specific adiponectin was investigated in four prospective cohort 
studies which were all published in 2009 or 2010. These studies yielded a total of 1129 patients 
which were mostly claudicants (n = 736). All-cause mortality was increased in lower extremity 
PAD patients with higher adiponectin levels (RR 1.99 (1.29-3.07)) (Figure 3E) in contrast to 
studies investigating specifically cardiovascular events, which showed fewer cardiovascular events 
in patients with higher levels of adiponectin (HR 0.73 (0.54-0.98)) 55.

Homocysteine: in three studies, levels of homocysteine were investigated, two cohort studies 
and one case-control study. The PAD population was a mixed population of claudicants and 
patients with chronic limb-threatening ischemia; most of them were included during hospital 
admission. All-cause mortality was not associated with homocysteine levels (RR 1.17, p 0.444) 
18, but graft occlusion was more abundant in patients with higher homocysteine levels (OR 7.97, 
p < 0.0001) 58.
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Figure 3: Forest plots for cardiac markers and markers for arterial vessel wall damage. (A) shows NT-proBNP levels and 
the risk of mortality, (B) shows the sensitivity analysis of A, (C) shows hs-cTnT levels and the risk of mortality, (D) shows 
the sensitivity analysis of C, (E) shows adiponectin and the risk of mortality. The diamond and its width indicate the 
pooled risk ratio (RR) and the corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). M-H = Mantel – Haenszel.
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DISCUSSION

Th is systematic review aimed to provide a comprehensive overview of biomarker testing in lower 
extremity PAD as a fi rst step to improving risk stratifi cation. We categorized the biomarkers 
studied based on the underlying pathophysiological processes, into markers of infl ammation, 
coagulation, cardiac damage, or vessel wall damage (Figure 4). Several biomarkers which could 
potentially be used for risk stratifi cation in PAD patients were identifi ed. Th e infl ammatory 
markers hs-CRP and NLR were found to be associated with a two to threefold increased risk of 
all-cause mortality and MACE. Coagulation markers d-dimer and fi brinogen were associated 
with a more than twofold increase in both all-cause and cardiovascular mortality. Th e cardiac 
markers NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT were associated with a two to fourfold risk of all-cause 
mortality and MACE, while the markers of vessel wall damage: ADMA and adiponectin were 
only weakly associated with all-cause mortality. Despite the identifi cation of these potentially 
useful plasma biomarkers, surprisingly so far none are used for clinical risk stratifi cation in lower 
extremity PAD. 

NT-proBNP

hs-cTnT
hsCRP

GDF-15 MPO

NLRSAA

Inflammatory markers Cardiac markers

Coagulation markers Markers of arterial vessel wall damage

NT-proBNP

hs-cTnT

NT-proBNPNT-proBNP

hs-cTnT

ADMA

Homocysteine

Adiponectin

Fibrinogen

D-dimer

Figure 4: Plasma biomarkers included in this review. hs-CRP indicates a state of chronic infl ammation with increased 
numbers of neutrophils (NLR) expressing pro-atherogenic markers such as MPO. Fibrinogen plays an important role in 
early atherogenesis, apart from its role in coagulation, whereas d-dimer marks a hypercoagulable state. Cytokines such 
as GDF-15 and acute phase proteins like SAA are implicated in further progression of atherosclerotic lesions. Within 
these lesions, adiponectin, ADMA, and homocysteine cause further damage and disruption of the arterial vessel wall. 
Progression of atherosclerosis leads to ischemia in organs, including the heart. Cardiac markers NT-proBNP and hs-
cTnT refl ect myocardial ischemia, which can be primarily due to coronary artery disease but can also be a sign of systemic 
microvascular disease and infl ammation.
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Recently, new treatment strategies to prevent atherothrombotic complications were developed 
and introduced into clinical practice. These new treatment strategies target coagulation 78, 
inflammation 79, and lipid metabolism 80, and are all associated with comparable and substantial 
reductions in overall mortality varying from 14% to 32%. 

The COMPASS-trial 78 showed that in a population with stable chronic arterial disease, including 
lower extremity PAD, dual pathway inhibition based on a low-dose anticoagulant combined 
with an antiplatelet drug further improved cardiovascular outcomes and reduced mortality when 
compared to treatment with antiplatelet therapy alone. This indicates that hypercoagulability 
presents a cardiovascular risk in lower extremity PAD patients. A recent cost-effectiveness analysis 
identified subgroups of patients with varying benefits of dual pathway inhibition, indicating that 
there could be added value in better selection of patients 81. It could be expected that markers of 
coagulation such as d-dimer, and possibly fibrinogen, might be useful to identify hypercoagulable 
patients that could benefit most from this intensified antithrombotic therapy.  Fibrinogen is, 
apart from its role in coagulation, also an inflammatory marker associated with atherosclerotic 
plaque formation 82. It is thought that fibrinogen is important in early atherogenesis, preceding 
or facilitating low-density lipoprotein accumulation 83, indicating that fibrinogen could be a high 
potential marker to predict long-term all-cause and cardiovascular mortality in lower extremity 
PAD. Specific anti-inflammatory treatment strategies targeting IL-1b, the key mediator of the 
inflammatory response, are effective in reducing cardiovascular events 79. In the CANTOS trial 
patients treated with an IL-1b lowering drug showed a dose-dependent reduction in plasma 
CRP levels, and administration of the drug in higher doses showed a significant reduction in 
cardiovascular events and death 84. Thus, the use of inflammatory markers could potentially 
improve patient stratification and management in that respect. NLR, an intensively investigated 
inflammatory marker and an indicator of relative inflammatory cellular activities, is easy to 
measure and interpret. Although several studies show an association between NLR and all-cause 
mortality, this association is weaker compared to hs-CRP. NLR could however be a potential 
biomarker to predict short-term (< 2 years) cardiovascular mortality in lower extremity PAD, but 
to date, only one study has observed this particular association. NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT are 
already embedded in the ABC-score for the prediction of stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation 
85. Both are cardiac markers, NT-proBNP is clinically used as a marker for heart failure, and 
troponins are used to diagnose cardiac ischemia 86,87. High levels of NT-proBNP are associated 
with vulnerable plaque components 88 and have been shown to predict outcome in patients 
with coronary heart disease and patients who suffered an ischemic stroke  89,90. In PAD patients, 
similar results have been published with a strong association between all-cause mortality and 
increased NT-proBNP levels. The association with MACE and NT-proBNP is less frequently 
studied but also showed a moderately increased risk.  The contribution to risk stratification in 
patients with PAD could be in identifying patients that also have evidence of heart failure (with 
preserved ejection fraction), a combination of entities with a particularly poor outcome 91,92. Hs-
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cTnT also appears to be a good predictor for all-cause mortality and MACE in lower extremity 
PAD patients. In comparison to NT-proBNP, the studies investigating hs-cTnT had more 
patients with chronic limb-threatening ischemia and were, therefore, more prone to MACE. The 
increased hs-cTnT levels in high-risk PAD patients may reflect microvascular organ damage of the 
heart as more than one in two PAD patients suffer from concomitant coronary artery disease 2,49. 
However, hs-cTnT does not only reflect myocardial ischemia due to coronary artery disease, but 
it can also indicate systemic vascular (including microvascular) disease, associated with heart and 
kidney failure 49,93,94. Comparing the risk ratios of both markers, NT-proBNP does seem to be a 
stronger predictor for all-cause mortality and especially for long-term mortality. Finally, markers 
of arterial vessel wall damage are weak predictors of cardiovascular outcome in lower extremity 
PAD. Adiponectin has been thoroughly investigated in patients with coronary heart disease, with 
ambiguous outcomes being positively or negatively associated with mortality and cardiovascular 
risk 95,96. Similar results were found in this review, as high adiponectin levels were associated 
with increased all-cause mortality but not with amputation-free survival 54,56,57. Although studies 
investigating ADMA show promising results, more studies need to be performed to confirm 
the predictive potential of this biomarker. Homocysteine is not recommended to be used as a 
predictive marker for cardiovascular outcome. 

How can these data be translated to practice? One way forward may be to design management 
studies addressing the value of a panel of biomarkers as discussed, including hs-CRP, NLR, 
fibrinogen, d-dimer, NT-proBNP, and hs-cTnT. Tailoring based on biomarker results as 
compared to standard care without such biomarkers could reveal the utility of such an approach 
for early identification of specific contributing risks, including inflammation, hypercoagulability, 
and heart failure. Now that more potent pharmacological interventions are becoming available 
to target specific mechanisms, a biomarker-supported strategy may help identify those patients 
with lower extremity PAD, that may benefit most from intensified treatment. The financial 
consequences of using biomarkers may be very limited as one may assume that most of these 
markers may be tested on one or only few occasions per patient. In fact, we previously explored 
the cost-effectiveness of d-dimer and the societal value (headroom) of a hypothetical perfect 
biomarker for risk assessment and subsequent tailored treatment allocation in lower extremity 
PAD patients. We concluded that further risk assessment and treatment stratification based 
on the use of d-dimer could be a cost-effective health intervention. Identification of high-risk 
patients and prescription of intensified antithrombotic therapy could potentially save substantial 
costs and improve chances of survival 97. It can be expected that this will also be the case for other 
biomarkers in lower extremity PAD with similar risk associations. 
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By investigating which of the biomarkers are increased in an individual patient, the treatment 
strategy may be adapted to provide optimal personalized vascular protection. For instance, in a 
patient with increased levels of inflammatory markers but normal levels of coagulation markers, 
intensifying anti-inflammatory treatment would better suit the preventive strategy than escalating 
anticoagulant therapy. By individualizing treatment to the needs of each specific patient, the risk 
of adverse cardiovascular events, bleeding, or other complications can be expected to be limited. 
This study has several limitations, mainly due to the heterogeneity of the underlying evidence. 
Although a total number of fifty studies were included in this systematic review, the number of 
studies per biomarker was limited. We were only able to include studies that provided sufficient 
data for meta-analysis. For each biomarker, the primary endpoint differed between studies, and 
therefore only studies with the same endpoint could be included in the meta-analyses. Within 
each meta-analysis, we included studies with a different, but minimal follow-up of one year. 
Lastly, we used unadjusted results in the meta-analyses, which could differ from reported 
adjusted results in each study. Several studies did not report baseline data on PAD severity, 
such as the Fontaine classification, which makes it difficult to interpret results for subgroups 
within PAD. Notwithstanding these limitations, this systematic review was able to provide a 
comprehensive overview of biomarker testing in lower extremity PAD which can be used as a first 
step to improve risk stratification.

Conclusion
The clinical application of biomarkers to stratify patients at increased risk for adverse cardiovascular 
events in lower extremity PAD is urgently needed. This systematic review identifies promising 
candidate biomarkers representing different pathophysiological processes implicated in lower 
extremity PAD, including hs-CRP, NLR, fibrinogen, d-dimer, NT-proBNP, and hs-cTnT. 
Combining these markers for individual risk stratification might result in improved treatment 
choices and increased effectiveness of current treatment strategies in lower extremity PAD patients 
and is expected to be societally cost-effective. This strategy needs testing in management studies. 
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ABSTRACT

Background
Patients with peripheral artery disease (PAD) are treated with preventive strategies to improve 
the cardiovascular risk. The incidence of cardiovascular events and mortality however remains 
high in PAD populations. We therefore aimed to better characterize PAD patients suffering from 
cardiovascular events and mortality in order to tailor preventive treatment.

Methods
Between 2018 and 2020, 246 PAD outpatients (17 newly diagnosed, 229 with known PAD) were 
prospectively enrolled in this observational cohort study. Patient data and blood samples were 
collected after inclusion, and the primary composite endpoint (myocardial infarction, elective 
coronary revascularization, ischemic stroke, acute limb ischemia, mortality) was evaluated after 
one year. Secondary outcomes included platelet reactivity, measured using the VerifyNow assay, 
and medication adherence, assessed using the Morisky Medication Adherence Scale-8 (MMAS-
8). Logistic regression models were used to identify associations between characteristics and the 
occurrence of events.

Results
The cohort comprised 207 patients with claudication and 39 with chronic limb threatening 
ischemia. Twenty-six (10.6%) patients suffered from an event during follow-up. Prior myocardial 
infarction (OR 3.3 [1.4-7.7]), prior ischemic stroke (OR 4.5 [1.8-10.9]), higher levels of 
creatinine (OR 5.2 [2.2-12.6]), lower levels of high-density lipoprotein (OR 4.2 [1.5-10.6]) and 
lower haemoglobin levels (OR 3.1 [1.3-7.1]) were associated with events. Patients with events 
had more often high on-treatment platelet reactivity (HTPR) on aspirin (OR 5.9 [1.4-25.1]) or 
clopidogrel (OR 4.3 [1-19.3]). High adherence to medication was associated with the occurrence 
of events (OR 4.1 [1-18]).

Conclusions
Patients suffering from cardiovascular events and mortality were characterized by prior 
cardiovascular events as compared to patients who did not experience any events. Antiplatelet 
therapy was not optimally protective despite high medication adherence, and HTPR was 
independently associated with the occurrence of events. More research is needed on alternative 
treatment strategies such as dual antiplatelet therapy or combinations with anticoagulant drugs.
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BACKGROUND

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) is a vascular disease characterized by atherosclerosis-driven 
narrowing of peripheral arteries. The prevalence of PAD worldwide in individuals aged twenty-five 
years and older was estimated at 236 million in 2015 1. Despite its high prevalence, PAD remains 
underdiagnosed as many patients are asymptomatic and thus not aware of the disease 2. However, 
both asymptomatic and symptomatic PAD patients are at risk of atherothrombotic events such as 
myocardial infarction and ischemic stroke with incidences of 15% over a period of three years 3,4. 
Within the symptomatic patient population, intermittent claudication, a mild manifestation of 
PAD, can be distinguished from the more severe chronic limb threatening ischemia. Intermittent 
claudication is classified as Fontaine II with typical symptoms of muscle pain during walking. 
Chronic limb threatening ischemia is classified as Fontaine III with rest pain and Fontaine IV 
with ischemic ulcer formation 5,6. PAD patients with chronic limb threatening ischemia are at a 
higher risk of adverse cardiovascular events with high mortality rates as compared to patients with 
intermittent claudication 4. Current preventive strategies for cardiovascular events and mortality 
in PAD patients are based on risk management in which lipid-lowering drugs, antihypertensive 
drugs and antiplatelet drugs are the main treatment modalities. Statins are most widely used 
to improve the lipid profile targeted at a low-density lipoprotein (LDL) value of 1.8 mmol/L 
for PAD patients of 70 years or younger and a value of 2.5 mmol/L for PAD patients above 
70 years 7. By effectively lowering LDL levels, the incidence of cardiovascular events can be 
reduced significantly 8. Addition of antihypertensive drugs to overcome hypertension as well 
as the use of antiplatelet drugs to effectively inhibit platelet activation reduces the incidence 
of cardiovascular events even further. Aspirin and clopidogrel are the antiplatelet drugs most 
often used as first-line treatment depending on national guidelines 5. Although the CAPRIE-
study demonstrated that clopidogrel was more effective than aspirin in reducing the combined 
risk of ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction, and cardiovascular death, this is no preferential 
treatment strategy 9. Despite the established efficacy of antiplatelet regimes with regard to the 
reduction of cardiovascular events, high on-treatment platelet reactivity (HTPR) for both aspirin 
and clopidogrel may still occur and interfere with atheroprotective effects. HTPR is referred 
to as the failure of the antiplatelet agent to inhibit the target of its action 10,11. Aspirin HTPR 
prevalence is estimated at 17-26% in PAD populations 12–14 while clopidogrel HTPR appears to 
be more common with a prevalence up to 54% 12,14–16. The incidence of cardiovascular events 
in PAD populations remains high despite current treatment strategies 3. Therefore, the aim of 
this observational cohort study was to better characterize PAD patients at risk of cardiovascular 
events and mortality in order to find targets for improved management.
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METHODS

Study design
Between May 2018 and May 2020, patients visiting the outpatient clinic of the department of 
Vascular Surgery of the Maastricht University Medical Center (MUMC+) were screened for 
PAD. Patients were eligible to participate in the study when the PAD was objectively diagnosed 
with an ankle-brachial index (ABI) of 0.9 or below. Fontaine II (intermittent claudication) 
and Fontaine III (chronic limb threatening ischemia) patients were selected and patients with 
Fontaine IV were excluded because of expected increased inflammatory parameters associated 
with ulcer formation. Further exclusion criteria were active malignancy, chronic inflammatory 
disease, coagulation disorders, pregnancy, age below 18, and the use of anticoagulant therapy. 
All eligible patients that were willing to participate were included after written informed consent 
was obtained. The Medical Ethics Committee (METC) of the MUMC+ approved the study 
(NL63235.068.17) and the study was registered in the Netherlands Trial Register (NTR7250; 
https://www.trialregister.nl/trial/7045).

Blood collection and sample storage
Venous blood was drawn from the patients immediately after informed consent was signed. 
Blood drawing took place in a resting state and blood was collected by antecubital venipuncture 
with 21-gauge needles and 3.2% (w/v) citrated Vacutainer tubes, EDTA Vacutainer tubes and 
VACUETTE 9NC Coagulation 3.2% (w/v) Sodium Nitrate tubes. After blood drawing, the 
EDTA tubes and the citrate tubes were directly processed using the standard platelet-poor plasma 
centrifugation protocol used at our laboratory (4000 x g for 5 minutes followed by 11000 x g for 
10 minutes). Thereafter samples were, within two hours after blood drawing, frozen and stored 
at -80° Celsius for further analysis. The VACUETTE 9NC tubes were immediately used to 
perform the VerifyNow assays for aspirin and clopidogrel.

Data collection and measurements
Age, sex and date of PAD diagnosis of each patient were registered upon inclusion. The medical 
history of each patient including prior cardiovascular events such as myocardial infarction, ischemic 
stroke and PAD revascularization was collected from patient records. Each patient provided an 
updated medication list from which the use of lipid-lowering drugs, antihypertensive drugs and 
antiplatelet drugs were collected. The intensity of lipid-lowering strategies was categorized as 
high, medium and low intensity according to the ACC/AHA guideline 17. Current smoking 
status, diabetes mellitus type 2 (DM2) and body mass index (BMI) were recorded. Patients 
were classified based on their symptoms upon inclusion using the Fontaine classification, and 
were then grouped as having intermittent claudication (Fontaine II) or chronic limb threatening 
ischemia (Fontaine III). The ABI at the time of diagnosis was measured and grouped by ratio as 
greater than 1.3 (incompressible), between 0.91 and 1.3, between 0.7 and 0.9, between 0.4 and 
0.69 and below 0.4.
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A complete blood cell count was performed at baseline and included levels of haemoglobin, 
haematocrit, thrombocytes and leukocytes with respective subpopulations. Platelet reactivity was 
assessed using the VerifyNow Aspi assay for Aspirin and VerifyNow P2Y12 assay for Clopidogrel 
(Accumetrics, San Diego, CA, USA). Blood collected in the VACUETTE 9NC tube was used 
in the optical detection system using a specific cartridge. The cut-off value for aspirin and 
clopidogrel HTPR was based on the most recent consensus document on the definition of on-
treatment platelet reactivity, and was set at Aspirin Reaction Units (ARU) >550 for aspirin 18 
and P2Y12 Reaction Units (PRU) >208 for clopidogrel 11. Laboratory results that were collected 
from recent blood drawing included kidney function (creatinine, estimated glomerular filtration 
rate-Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (eGFR (CKD-EPI))), lipid profile 
(cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), triglycerides) 
and haemoglobin A1c levels (HbA1c). The KDIGO guideline was used to classify the kidney 
function, and the stage of chronic kidney disease in each patient when appropriate 19.

Medication adherence was assessed by the licensed Morisky Medication Adherence Scale-8 
(MMAS-8), which was developed by Morisky et al. The MMAS-8 is a validated assessment tool 
verified by numerous studies, consisting of eight questions to assess medication adherence 20–22. 
Patients that were completely adherent scored a maximum score of 8, whereas the lowest possible 
adherence was scored 0. Each point decrease marked lower adherence to the medical treatment. 
According to MMAS-8 user guidelines the adherence was categorized as high (8 points), medium 
(7 or 6 points) and low (5 points or below).

Outcome
The primary outcome consisted of a composite endpoint comprising myocardial infarction, 
ischemic stroke, acute limb ischemia, elective percutaneous intervention (PCI) or coronary artery 
bypass grafting (CABG) and all-cause mortality during the one-year follow-up. The outcome was 
assessed at 3, 6 and 12 months and was verified by telephone calls to the patient combined with 
hospital records. Patients who reached the composite endpoint were grouped as the “PAD event 
group” while patients who did not reach the composite endpoint were grouped as the “PAD no 
event group”. The secondary outcomes were platelet reactivity, HTPR and medication adherence.

Statistical analysis
Baseline characteristics were collected for all patients and presented for patients with and 
without events during follow-up. Differences between both groups were analyzed using the chi-
square test for dichotomous and categorical variables. For continuous variables, differences were 
analyzed using the parametric two-samples t-test or the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test, 
as appropriate.  Youden’s index was used, when appropriate, to determine optimal cut-off values 
for continuous variables. Univariable logistic regression models were used to test the associations 
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of characteristics with the occurrence of events, reported as odds ratios with respective 95% 
confidence intervals (OR [95% CI]). Characteristics with an association with the occurrence 
of events (p < 0.05) in the univariable analysis were then used in multivariable models with 
backward stepwise logistic regression analysis for the occurrence of events, reported as odds ratios 
with respective 95% confidence intervals. Statistical significance was reached when p < 0.05. All 
analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Version 27.0. Armonk, 
NY: IBM Corp). All figures were created using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Prism version 9 for 
Mac OS X, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA, www.graphpad.com).

RESULTS

Patient characteristics
The cohort comprised 246 patients and baseline characteristics of the entire cohort as well as 
the distribution of patients with and without events are shown in Table 1. All patients had been 
diagnosed with PAD at a median of 33 (8-101) months prior to inclusion, while in 17 (6.9%) 
patients the diagnosis was established at the time of inclusion. Upon inclusion, most patients had 
intermittent claudication (207 (84.1%)) and 39 (15.9%) had chronic limb threatening ischemia. 
The cohort consisted of 141 (57.3%) male patients and the mean age was 68.7±9.2 years. Most 
patients (109 (44.3%)) had an ABI between 0.7 and 0.9, while 99 (40.2%) and 21 (8.5%) 
patients had an ABI between 0.4 and 0.69 or below 0.4, respectively. The remaining 17 (6.9%) 
patients had incompressible arteries. Patient history revealed that 151 (61.4%) patients had 
previously undergone a peripheral revascularization procedure. Moreover, 72 (29.3%) patients 
had a prior myocardial infarction and 37 (15%) had a prior ischemic stroke. DM2 was present in 
67 (27.2%) patients and the mean BMI was 26.4±4.41 kg/m2. Of all patients, 229 (93.1%) had 
a history of smoking and 94 (38.2%) were current smokers with a median of 29 (15-40) pack 
years upon inclusion. A normal kidney function (G1) was observed in 41 (16.7%) patients, a 
mildly decreased kidney function (G2) in 138 (56.1%) patients, a mildly to moderately decreased 
kidney function (G3a) in 41 (16.7%) patients, a moderately to severe decreased kidney function 
(G3b) in 19 (7.7%) patients, a severely decreased kidney function (G4) in 6 (2.3%) patients and 
kidney failure (G5) in 1 (0.4%) patient.
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Total cohort 
(n = 246)

Event group 
(n = 26)

No event group  
(n =220)

P-value

Mean±SD /
Median (IQR) /

n (%)

Mean±SD /
Median (IQR) /

n (%)

Mean±SD /
Median (IQR) /

n (%)
Age (years) 68.7±9.2 71.5±7.9 68.3±9.3 0.093

Male gender 141 (57.3) 17 (65.4) 124 (56.4) 0.379
Newly diagnosed PAD patient 
upon inclusion 17 (6.9) 2 (7.7) 15 (6.8) 0.868

Chronic PAD patient upon 
inclusion 229 (93.1) 24 (92.3) 205 (93.2) 0.868

Time between diagnosis and 
inclusion (months) 33 (8-101) 81 (19-121) 26 (7-89) 0.028*

Intermittent claudication 207 (84.1) 22 (84.6) 185 (84.1) 0.945

Chronic limb ischemia 39 (15.9) 4 (15.4) 35 (15.9) 0.945

History of myocardial infarction 72 (29.3) 14 (53.8) 58 (26.8) 0.004*

History of stroke 37 (15) 10 (38.5) 27 (12.3) 0.001*

Current smoking 94 (38.2) 11 (42.3) 83 (37.7) 0.649

Pack years 29 (15-40) 33 (18-50) 29 (15-40) 0.175

BMI (kg/m2) 26.4±4.41 27.4±5.9 26.3±4.2 0.390

DM2 67 (27.2) 10 (38.5) 57 (25.9) 0.174

HbA1c (mmol/mol) 43 (37-51) 43 (37-53) 43 (37-50) 0.752

Creatinine (mmol/L) 85 (72-104) 101 (77-145) 83 (71-101) 0.006*

eGFR (ml/min/1.73 m2) 71 (58-83) 59 (42-80) 72 (59-84) 0.022*

Haemoglobin (mmol/L) 8.66±0.97 8.3±1.1 8.7±0.95 0.026*

Haematocrit (L/L) 0.42±0.04 0.4±0.04 0.42±0.04 0.027*

Thrombocytes (x 103 /mm3) 272±87 277±82 271±88 0.714

Leukocytes (x 109/L) 7.89±2.2 8.44±3.1 7.83±2 0.342

Neutrophils (%) 62.2±8.2 64±7.5 62±8.2 0.228

Lymphocytes (%) 25.8±6.8 24.1±6.5 26±6.9 0.168

Eosinophils (%) 2 (1-3) 2 (2-3) 2 (1-3) 0.254

Basophils (%) 1 (1-1) 1 (1-1) 1 (1-1) 0.544

Monocytes (%) 8.83±2.4 8.8±3.2 8.8±2.3 0.901

NLR 2.4 (1.9-3.1) 2.5 (2-3.4) 2.4 (1.9-3.1) 0.288

ABI at diagnosis 0.156

>1.30 (incompressible) 17 (6.9) 0 (0) 17 (7.7)

0.91-1.30 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

0.70-0.90 109 (44.3) 9 (34.6) 100 (45.5)

0.40-0.69 99 (40.2) 16 (61.5) 83 (37.7)

<0.40 21 (8.5) 1 (3.8) 20 (9.1)

Table 1: Baseline characteristics for the whole cohort and distribution between patients with and without cardiovascular 
events and mortality during follow-up. Significance was reached when P <0.05 (*), significant values are in bold.  PAD = 
peripheral artery disease, BMI = body mass index, DM2 = diabetes mellitus type 2, HbA1c = haemoglobin A1c, eGFR 
= estimated glomerular filtration rate, NLR = neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, ABI = ankle-brachial index, SD = standard 
deviation, IQR = interquartile range.
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Composite endpoint
All patients were followed for one year in which 26 (10.6%) patients reached the composite 
endpoint. Ten (38.5%) myocardial infarctions, four (15.4%) elective coronary revascularizations, 
five (19.2%) ischemic strokes and seven (26.9%) deaths were recorded. No differences were 
observed between patients with and without events regarding smoking status, DM2 and BMI. 
Both prior myocardial infarction (OR 3.3 [1.4-7.7]) and prior ischemic stroke (OR 4.5 [1.8-
10.9]) were associated with the occurrence of events (Figure 1). Also, decreased kidney function 
(plasma creatinine level > 111 mmol/L, OR 5.2 [2.2-12.6]) and plasma haemoglobin levels < 
8.1 mmol/L (OR 3.1 [1.3-7.1]) were associated with the occurrence of events. Leukocyte and 
thrombocyte count were not associated.

Figure 1: Univariable logistic regression analysis of characteristics associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular 
events and mortality, with corresponding odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. HTPR = high on-treatment platelet 
reactivity, HDL = high-density lipoprotein, SD = standard deviation, IQR = interquartile range.

Evaluation of medication strategies
All patients were treated according to current guidelines 5 which included the use of 
antihypertensive drugs, lipid-lowering drugs and antiplatelet drugs. The prescription of 
antihypertensive drugs (73.1% vs 72.7%, p = 0.834), lipid-lowering drugs (88.5% vs 90%, p = 
0.396) and antiplatelet drugs (100% vs 100%, p = 1.000) did not differ between patients with 
and without events. Lipid-lowering strategies were prescribed in different intensities. A total of 
71 (32.6%) patients were on high intensity lipid-lowering therapy without differences between 
patients with and without events (31.8% vs 32.7%, p = 0.937). Moderate and low intensity 
therapy had been applied in 138 (63.3%) and 9 (4.1%) patients, but also in these groups no 
differences were observed between patients with and without events (63.6% vs 63.3%, p = 0.973 
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and 4.5% vs 4.1%, p = 0.917 respectively). The effectiveness of the lipid-lowering therapies was 
assessed using the cholesterol profile, showing similar mean LDL levels of 2.44±1.07 mmol/L 
between patients with events and those without (2.31±1.14 mmol/L vs 2.45±1.06 mmol/L, 
p = 0.542). In 58.5% of patients above 70 years old the LDL target level of 2.5 mmol/L was 
reached (2.49±1.18 mmol/L), while the target level of 1.8 mmol/L was not reached in 95 (72%) 
patients 70 years or younger (2.39±0.97 mmol/L). HDL levels were significantly lower in 
patients who experienced an event during follow-up (OR 4.2 [1.5-10.6]). The use of antiplatelet 
agents was evenly distributed in the cohort with 130 (52.8%) patients on aspirin, 127 (51.6%) 
on clopidogrel. Additionally, 11 (4.5%) patients were on dual antiplatelet therapy. During the 
conduct of this study, there was a transitioning of aspirin to clopidogrel as first choice antiplatelet 
agent in the hospital where patients were recruited. Therefore, some patients were using aspirin 
upon inclusion, while others were using clopidogrel. The median ARU on aspirin was 435 (402-
482) and 12 (8.5%) patients had HTPR. The ARU in patients with events during follow-up 
was significantly higher compared to those without events (521 (452-554) vs 428 (401-478), 
p = 0.011) and HTPR was associated with the occurrence of events (OR 5.9 [1.4-25.1]). PRU 
in patients on clopidogrel were 100 (46-155) for the whole cohort and significantly higher in 
patients with events (144 (102-190) vs 96 (43-144), p = 0.019) (Figure 2). HTPR on clopidogrel 
was observed in 8 (5.8%) patients and was associated with events (OR 4.3 [1-19.3]). In the 
multivariable analysis the adjusted OR for antiplatelet therapy was 5.2 [1.5-18.5] (Figure 3).

High medication adherence was observed in 188 (76.4%) patients and was positively associated 
with the occurrence of events (OR 4.1 [1-18]). Medium adherence was observed in 46 (18.7%) 
patients and low adherence in 12 (4.9%) patients, both were not associated with the occurrence 
of events.
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Figure 2: Platelet reactivity measured by the use of the VerifyNow assay in Aspirin Reactions Units (ARU) for aspirin 
users and P2Y12 Reaction Units (PRU) for clopidogrel users. Dotted lines represent HTPR which is an ARU > 550 for 
aspirin and a PRU > 208 for clopidogrel.

Figure 3: Multivariable logistic regression of characteristics associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular events and 
mortality, with corresponding odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. HTPR = high on-treatment platelet reactivity, 
HDL = high-density lipoprotein, SD = standard deviation, IQR = interquartile range.

DISCUSSION

In this prospective observational cohort study, we characterized PAD patients with enhanced risk 
for cardiovascular events and mortality with the aim to find targets for improved management. 
Most patients in our cohort had prevalent PAD with a chronic state of atherosclerosis with years 
of plaque build-up and involvement of multiple vascular beds with associated decrease in renal 
function in conjunction with lower haemoglobin levels. Patients with such polyvascular disease 
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are at increased risk for cardiovascular events with worsening prognosis when more vascular beds 
are affected 23. In almost half of the patients in the cohort this polyvascular diseased state was 
present. 

All patients in our cohort were treated with lipid-lowering agents, antiplatelet therapy and 
antihypertensive drugs. Interestingly, the medication prescribed did not appear to be sufficiently 
protective for PAD patients experiencing cardiovascular events and mortality, despite adequate 
adherence to the medication. Suboptimal target LDL levels were observed. The intensity of the 
lipid-lowering strategies prescribed was medium to high according to the ACC/AHA guidelines 
7. The LDL target level of 2.5 mmol/L was indeed reached in more than half of all patients older 
than 70 years. On the other hand, average LDL levels in patients of 70 years or younger were 
similar to the older patient group, while in these patients LDL levels of 1.8 mmol/L or lower are 
recommended. Especially in these younger patients the lipid-lowering regimen should ideally 
be intensified, which will likely result in a reduced incidence of cardiovascular events as the 
association between increased LDL levels and cardiovascular risk is well established 24. Potentially, 
LDL target values of 1.8 and 2.5 mmol/L could even be lowered further as a recent study showed 
that lower concentrations of LDL may even better prevent cardiovascular events 25. Also lower 
HDL levels were seen in patients that suffered from an event during follow-up, which indirectly 
supports the known atheroprotective effects of HDL including counteracting inflammation 26 
and oxidative stress 27. Several studies have found an association between lower HDL levels and 
cardiovascular risk in patients with coronary artery disease 28,29 and low concentrations of HDL 
as one of the strongest lipoprotein risk factors for PAD 30,31. 

The VerifyNow assay was used to measure platelet reactivity while on aspirin or clopidogrel (or 
both). The residual platelet reactivity in patients on aspirin or on clopidogrel was significantly 
higher in patients experiencing events, indicating that platelets are less efficiently inhibited. Lack 
of medication adherence could have caused residual platelet reactivity. However, this did not 
seem to be the case as the results of the adherence score revealed that highly adherent patients 
were in the majority in the event group, which could be the result of increased awareness in 
this patient group as these patients more often experienced prior myocardial infarctions and 
ischemic strokes. Therefore, assuming that the adherence assessment is reliable, the current 
antithrombotic regime appears to be insufficient for adequate cardiovascular protection in these 
high-risk patients. Published studies show conflicting results regarding the association of HTPR 
with cardiovascular outcome. Two studies investigating clopidogrel HTPR found a significant 
association with cardiovascular events while two other studies did not 12,14–16. These studies used 
the same cut-off values for HTPR and follow-up duration was also similar. The contradicting 
results may however be explained by the lack of power. One study found a non-significant trend 
between clopidogrel HTPR and cardiovascular events 12, while the other study found a non-
significantly increased hazard ratio in patients with HTPR 14. In all four studies the prevalence of 
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clopidogrel HTPR was higher as compared to the HTPR prevalence in our study, which could 
be explained by differences in medication adherence. We were not able to confirm this as other 
studies did not report on adherence. The strength of the risk association of HTPR that we found 
for both aspirin and clopidogrel suggests that optimization of antiplatelet therapy is an important 
management target for improvement. For aspirin, there is no known mechanism for biochemical 
resistance, but high platelet turnover could be a reason for residual platelet hyperreactivity 
32. In patients taking clopidogrel the HTPR could be explained by genetic polymorphisms 
in platelet receptor P2Y12 33,34 or polymorphisms of the CYP2C9 and CYP2C19 genes 35,36. 
Recent studies in patients with coronary artery disease investigated pharmacogenomics based 
on CYP2C19 gene variations to optimize therapy 37,38. Moreover, a meta-analysis concluded 
that the use of ticagrelor or prasugrel appeared more effective than clopidogrel in reducing the 
cardiovascular risk in patients with CYP2C19 gene variants 39. Similar studies have yet to be 
performed in patients with PAD. The association between P2Y12 polymorphisms and the risk 
for cerebrovascular events in PAD patients has been established in the past 40. Indeed, recent 
studies suggest that a twice-daily dosing of aspirin could improve its pharmacological efficacy. 
In patients with essential thrombocythemia a once-daily dose of aspirin as antithrombotic 
regime appeared inadequate in reducing platelet activation, while a dosing interval of 12 hours 
increased the antiplatelet response to aspirin 41,42. For clopidogrel, studies with increased dosing 
to compensate for the low inhibitory efficacy have been performed in the past 43, assuming 
“resistance” to be in part explained by too low concentrations of active clopidogrel at the platelet 
surface 44,45. However, apart from the use of loading doses in patients undergoing percutaneous 
coronary interventions, such regimens were never introduced in clinical practice in patients 
with PAD 46. Dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) has been studied in the large CHARISMA 
trial 47. Except for exceptionally thrombogenic conditions DAPT has not been introduced 
for long-term treatment of patients with PAD because of increased bleeding risk as compared 
to single antiplatelet therapy. Guidelines only recommend DAPT for a short period of time 
following percutaneous interventions and stenting in PAD. Several studies demonstrated that 
fibrinogen 48,49 and d-dimer 50 levels were increased in high-risk PAD patients indicating an 
underlying hypercoagulable state. Anticoagulant treatment may counteract this prothrombotic 
state in PAD patients which is characterized by increased clot formation 51. The COMPASS-trial 
has shown that dual pathway inhibition with aspirin and a low dose rivaroxaban reduced the 
incidence of cardiovascular events in high-risk PAD patients 52, suggesting that a reasonably low 
level of anticoagulation on top of antiplatelet therapy provides additional benefit. In spite of its 
demonstrated cost-effectiveness in at least a subset of PAD patients 53, the use of dual pathway 
inhibition in practice is still hindered by low uptake due to concerns about the number of pills 
per day in combination with an increased risk of major bleeding, even though fatal or critical 
organ bleeding events remained limited 52. 
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Limitations
The use of the VerifyNow assay to identify HTPR may be perceived as a possible limitation 
of this study. Several studies have however shown that this assay correlates well with the “gold 
standard” of light transmission aggregometry for both aspirin 54 and clopidogrel 55. The recorded 
rates of HTPR within our study population were lower than rates reported by most other studies 
12,14–16, this can however be explained by the overall high medication adherence rate that we 
recorded. The positive association that was found between high medication adherence and higher 
risk for cardiovascular events in the multivariable analysis may be confounded as this risk is likely 
to be primarily attributed to the higher rate of comorbidities and prior cardiovascular events 
leading to the increased motivation to be adherent to medication in these patients. Finally, due to 
sample size limitations, there is a lack of precision surrounding the estimates which demonstrates 
that there is still uncertainty about the actual effect size and that further information is needed.

Conclusion
In our single-center cohort of PAD patients, current treatment strategies appeared to be insufficient 
for the reduction of cardiovascular risk. Lipid-lowering strategies should be intensified to further 
reduce LDL levels and improve the lipid profile. Antiplatelet agents were found to be inadequate 
despite high medication adherence, as platelet reactivity was insufficiently decreased in patients 
experiencing cardiovascular events. More research is needed on alternative treatment strategies 
such as dual antiplatelet therapy or combinations with anticoagulant drugs.
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ABSTRACT

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) patients have an increased cardiovascular risk despite 
pharmacological treatment strategies. Biomarker research improving risk stratification only 
focused on known atherothrombotic pathways, but unexplored pathways might play more 
important roles. To explore the association between a broad cardiovascular biomarker set and 
cardiovascular risk in PAD. 120 PAD outpatients were enrolled in this observational cohort 
study. Patients were followed for one year in which the composite endpoint (myocardial 
infarction, coronary revascularization, stroke, acute limb ischemia and mortality) was assessed. 
Patient data and blood samples were collected upon inclusion, and citrated platelet-poor plasma 
was used to analyze 184 biomarkers in Olink Cardiovascular panel II and III using a proximity 
extension assay. Fifteen patients reached the composite endpoint. These patients had more prior 
strokes and higher serum creatinine levels. Multivariate analysis revealed increased plasma levels 
of protease-activated receptor 1 (PAR1), galectin-9 (Gal-9), tumor necrosis factor receptor 
superfamily member 11A (TNFRSF11A) and interleukin 6 (IL-6) to be most predictive for 
cardiovascular events and mortality. Positive regulation of acute inflammatory responses and 
leukocyte chemotaxis were identified as involved biological processes. This study identified IL-6, 
PAR1, Gal-9, TNFRSF11A as potent predictors for cardiovascular events and mortality in PAD, 
and potential drug development targets.
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INTRODUCTION

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) involves atherosclerotic plaque formation in peripheral vascular 
beds leading to progressive blood flow restriction in large and medium-sized arteries. PAD 
patients are at increased risk of atherothrombotic events such as myocardial infarction, ischemic 
stroke or cardiovascular death, with an incidence of 5% to 14% each year 1. This high incidence 
of cardiovascular events within PAD populations is partly caused by concomitantly affected 
vascular beds, such as the coronary arteries, in more than 60% of all PAD patients 2,3. The 
rate of complications illustrates the need to better identify patients at highest risk that would 
benefit from more intensive cardiovascular risk management. Although several biomarkers 
have been identified as predictors of cardiovascular events and mortality in previous studies, 
as summarized in our recent systematic review 4, surprisingly none have been implemented yet 
in clinical management. One reason is the perception that current biomarkers including high-
sensitivity c-reactive protein (hs-CRP), neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), fibrinogen, d-dimer, 
N-terminal pro brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) and high-sensitivity cardiac troponin T 
(hs-cTnT) still lack power to tailor individual patient management. In other vascular diseases, 
like atrial fibrillation, the ABC-score comprising two biomarkers NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT, 
can be used to estimate stroke risk 5. Pursuing a similar strategy in PAD patients should start 
with searching candidate biomarkers with the potential to identify patients with an increased 
cardiovascular risk. We therefore decided to explore a broad set of cardiovascular biomarkers 
from different biological processes that were not known to be associated with risk stratification 
in PAD.

METHODS

Study design
Outpatients of the department of Vascular Surgery of the Maastricht University Medical Center 
(MUMC+) were screened for PAD between 2018 and 2020. Eligibility for study participation 
was based on the ankle-brachial index, which had to be 0.9 or below. Within the selection 
of patients with an abnormal ankle-brachial index, we selected patients with Rutherford 1-2-
3 / Fontaine IIa-IIb (intermittent claudication) or Rutherford 4 / Fontaine III (chronic limb 
threatening ischemia). Patients with Rutherford 5-6 / Fontaine IV were not eligible due to 
increased inflammatory parameters rising from ulcer formation or tissue loss. Active malignancy, 
chronic inflammatory disease, coagulation disorders or anticoagulant therapy, pregnancy and 
age below eighteen were other exclusion criteria. All eligible patients willing to participate were 
included after written informed consent was obtained. Upon inclusion, patient characteristics 
were collected and blood was drawn from the patient. All patients were followed for one year 
in which the primary outcome was assessed. The Medical Ethics Committee of the MUMC+ 
approved the study (NL63235.068.17) and the study was registered in the Netherlands Trial 
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Register (NTR7250; https://www.trialregister.nl/trial/7045). All experiments were performed in 
accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Blood collection and sample storage
Venous blood was drawn upon inclusion by antecubital venipuncture with 21-gauge needles and 
3.2% (w/v) citrated Vacutainer tubes. The blood collection tubes were immediately processed 
using the standard platelet-poor plasma centrifugation (4000 x g for 5 minutes and 11000 x g for 
10 minutes). After centrifugation, the plasma aliquots were frozen and stored at -80°C. 

Data collection and outcome 
Patient characteristics were recorded at baseline including gender and age of each patient as well 
as a history of myocardial infarction, ischemic stroke and PAD revascularization. Each patient 
provided an updated medication list from which the use of lipid-lowering drugs, antihypertensive 
drugs and antiplatelet drugs were collected. Information on the presence of traditional risk 
factors smoking, renal insufficiency, diabetes mellitus type 2 (DM2) and body mass index (BMI) 
was also obtained. Kidney function was evaluated by measuring plasma creatinine levels. The 
outcome of the study comprised a composite endpoint of myocardial infarction, stroke, acute 
limb ischemia, elective percutaneous coronary intervention or coronary artery bypass grafting 
and all-cause mortality during one year of follow-up. Outcome verification took place by a 
combination of telephone calls to the patient and analysis of hospital records.

Biomarker analysis
Citrated platelet-poor plasma was used to measure protein concentrations using the ProSeek 
Cardiovascular II and III panels (Olink Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden). These panels are based on 
proximity extension assay (PEA) technology allowing simultaneous measurements of 92 protein 
biomarkers per panel. In total, 184 different proteins were measured in each patient. Pairs of 
oligonucleotide-labeled antibodies bind pairwise to target proteins present in 1mL of plasma, 
leading to the formation of a new polymerase chain reaction (PCR) target sequence formed 
by a proximity-dependent DNA polymerization event. The resulting sequence is subsequently 
detected and quantified by standard real-time PCR. Measurements are specified as Normalized 
Protein Expression (NPX), generated from the PCR quantification cycles. NPX data are then 
used to establish protein signatures where high NPX values equal high proteins concentrations 
and low NPX values equal low proteins concentrations. 
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed on the whole cohort and a comparison was made between 
patients who reached the composite endpoint (event group) and patients who did not (no 
event group). Differences in baseline characteristics for continuous variables were presented as 
mean with standard deviation or median with interquartile range, as appropriate. Dichotomous 
and categorical variables were defined as frequencies with percentages and compared using the 
Fisher’s Exact test or chi-square testing, while continuous variables were compared using the 
parametric two-samples t-test or the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. Protein expression 
levels following non-normal distributions were transformed into normal distributions using 
logarithmic transformation. Missing values were imputed to prevent a loss of statistical precision 
and to reduce the likelihood of selection bias, using random forest imputation, implemented 
in the R package ‘missForest’ 40. The relation of the standardized biomarker levels (mean=0 and 
SD=1) with the cardiovascular outcome was assessed using individual Cox Hazard proportional 
regression models adjusted for age, gender, prior myocardial infarction, prior stroke and plasma 
creatinine levels. Then, to identify a subset of best predictive biomarkers for cardiovascular 
events and mortality during follow-up, LASSO regression analysis was performed with a 10-
fold cross validation to increase generalizability of the models (glmnet package 41). The selected 
biomarkers were shown as hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals from previous individual 
Cox regression models. Due to the explorative nature of this study, a nominal p-value < 0.05 
was used to reach statistical significance. All analyses were performed using R (R Core Team 
(2013) version 3.5.3. R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation 
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics for the whole cohort are shown in Table 1. All 120 patients completed 
the one-year follow-up, although 4 patients were unable to give blood and could therefore not 
be included in the biomarker analysis. The cohort comprised 70 (58.3%) male patients with an 
average age of 67.7 (±9.6) years. Most patients had symptoms of intermittent claudication (88 
(73.3%)) while the remaining 32 (26.7%) had chronic limb threatening ischemia. Many patients 
had a prior PAD revascularization 84 (70%) while 39 (32.5%) had a prior myocardial infarction 
and another 14 (11.7%) suffered from a prior stroke. The average BMI was 26.5 (±4.5) kg/
m2 and 53 (44.2%) patients were current smokers upon inclusion. DM2 was diagnosed in 31 
(25.8%) patients and the median plasma creatinine level was 90 (74-105 mmol/L). 

Within the whole cohort 15 patients suffered from an event during follow-up with recordings 
of 9 myocardial infarctions, 3 elective coronary interventions, 2 ischemic strokes and 1 death. 
Age and gender did not differ between patients with and without events, however more prior 
strokes were observed in patients with events (5 (33.3%) vs 9 (8.6%), p=0.016). Although not 
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significant, more prior myocardial infarctions were observed in patient with events (8 (53.3% vs 
31 (29.5%), p 0.064). Kidney function was significantly worse in patients with events (plasma 
creatinine 97 (81-154) mmol/L vs 86 (73-104) mmol/L, p=0.036) while other cardiovascular risk 
factors were similar between the groups.

Total cohort Event group No event group P-value

Mean±SD /  
Median (IQR) /

n (%)

Mean±SD /  
Median (IQR) /

n (%)

Mean±SD /
Median (IQR) /

n (%)

Age (years) 67.7±9.6 72.1±7.7 67.1±9.7 0.056

Male gender 70 (58.3) 8 (53.3) 62 (59) 0.440

Prior myocardial infarction 39 (32.5) 8 (53.3) 31 (29.5) 0.064

Prior ischemic stroke 14 (11.7) 5 (33.3) 9 (8.6) 0.016*

Prior PAD revascularization 84 (70) 12 (80) 72 (68.9) 0.281

Current smoking 53 (44.2) 8 (53.3) 45 (42.9) 0.312

Body Mass Index (kg/m²) 26.5±4.5 27.1±5.2 26.4±4.5 0.557

Diabetes Mellitus type 2 31 (25.8) 5 (33.3) 26 (24.8) 0.335

Creatinine (µmol/l) 90 (74-105) 97 (81-154) 86 (73-104) 0.036*

Antiplatelet drugs 120 (100) 15 (100) 105 (100) 1.000

Lipid-lowering drugs 115 (95.8) 13 (86.7) 102 (97.1) 0.058

Antihypertensive drugs 90 (75) 11 (73.3) 79 (75.2) 0.908

Rutherford classification 0.090

Rutherford 1 9 (7.5) 1 (6.7) 8 (7.6)

Rutherford 2 34 (28.3) 2 (13.3) 32 (30.5)

Rutherford 3 45 (37.5) 4 (26.7) 41 (39)

Rutherford 4 32 (26.7) 8 (53.3) 24 (22.9)

Table 1: Baseline characteristics for the whole cohort and distribution between patients with and without cardiovascular 
events during follow-up. Significance was reached when p < 0.05 (*).

All biomarkers were added to the multivariate cox regression analysis with correction for age, 
gender, prior myocardial infarction or stroke and creatinine levels, revealing 13 proteins to 
be positively predictive for cardiovascular events and mortality. Placenta growth factor (PGF) 
appeared to have the highest hazard ratio (HR [95% Confidence interval (CI)]) (HR 4.03 [1.48-
10.95]) followed by heat shock protein 27 (HSP; HR 3.18 [1.37-7.35]), protease-activated 
receptor 1 (PAR1; HR 3.15 [1.40-7.07]), adrenomedullin (ADM; 3.10 [1.16-8.29]), galectin-9 
(Gal-9; HR 3.03 [1.45-6.32]), tumor necrosis factor superfamily member 11A (TNFRSF11A; 
HR 2.46 [1.20-5.03]), interleukin-6 (IL-6; HR 2.02 [1.35-3.02]), brain natriuretic peptide 
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(BNP; HR 2.02 [1.20-339]), N-terminal pro brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP; HR 2.01 
[1.01-4.00]), interleukin-4 receptor subunit alpha (IL4ra; HR 1.99 [1.22-3.26]), Dickkopf-
related protein 1 (Dkk1; HR 1.93 [1.01-3.68]), matrix metalloproteinase-12 (MMP12; HR 
1.89 [1.06-3.39]) and chitinase-3-like protein 1 (CHI3L1; HR 1.83 [1.03-3.27]). Another 
2 proteins were negatively predictive for cardiovascular events and mortality, being p-selectin 
glycoprotein ligand 1 (PSGL1; HR 0.57 [0.34-0.98]) and plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 
(PAI-1; HR 0.45 [0.23-0.88]) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Biomarkers with a significant positive or negative predictive value for cardiovascular events and mortality, 
identified by multivariate cox regression analysis.

To identify the most predictive biomarkers across all proteins, LASSO regression analysis was 
performed (C-index 0.84) that revealed protease-activated receptor 1 (PAR1), galectin-9 (Gal-9), 
tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 11A (TNFRSF11A) and interleukin 6 (IL-6) 
as most predictive biomarkers for cardiovascular events and mortality (Figure 2). PAR1 showed 
the highest predictive value with a hazard ratio of 3.15 [1.40-7.07] followed by Gal-9 (HR 3.03 
[1.45-6.32]), TNFRSF11A (HR 2.46 [1.20-5.03] and IL-6 (2.02 [1.35-3.02]).
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Figure 2: Biomarkers with significantly increased plasma levels in patients with events, identified by multivariate cox 
regression analysis with LASSO.

DISCUSSION

Patients with PAD are at increased risk of (recurrent) cardiovascular events and death despite 
current treatment strategies. Biomarkers may potentially help to identify patients with different 
risk profiles. The main finding of our study is that four proteins (IL-6, PAR1, TNFRSF11A and 
Gal-9) are linked to cardiovascular outcomes in PAD patients and therefore are novel candidate 
biomarkers for risk assessment in PAD. 

The pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 induces the synthesis and release of several acute phase 
proteins such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and fibrinogen 6. IL-6 has a variety of functions, 
making it a key player in the inflammatory response, also in different stages of atherosclerosis. 
In early stages, IL-6 coordinates influx of inflammatory cells into atherosclerotic lesions. 
IL-6 increases expression of intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) and thereby enables 
leukocytes to be recruited and transmigrated into the vessel wall 7. IL-6 has also been shown 
to increase the surface expression of tissue factor on cultured monocytes, thereby initiating the 
coagulation cascade 8. In later stages of atherosclerosis, growth and progression of atherosclerotic 
lesions are promoted by IL-6 through induction of platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) which 
causes growth of vascular smooth muscle cells 9. In the final stages of atherosclerosis, including 
atherothrombosis, IL-6 induces aggregation and activation of platelets and thereby accelerates 
thrombus formation. Aggregation of platelets is stimulated through the production of fibrinogen 
10 while activation is enhanced through increased expression of P-selectin 11. Combining these 
functions, IL-6 appears to play an important pro-atherogenic role throughout all stages of 
atherosclerosis, including thrombus formation and arterial occlusion. This important role is also 
seen in clinical studies, where IL-6 is a significant predictor of PAD progression independently 
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of traditional cardiovascular risk factors. Moreover, IL-6 is predictive of changes in ankle-brachial 
index, thereby illustrating a change in the degree of atherosclerosis 12. Surprisingly, IL-6 has not 
been investigated regarding occurrence of cardiovascular events in PAD populations specifically. 
Studies in other populations, such as patients with prior stroke and  polyvascular disease, show 
an increased risk of recurrent stroke in patients with elevated IL-6 levels 13. 

PAR1 is a membrane-bound protein mostly found on endothelial cells, platelets and vascular 
smooth muscle cells. As PAR1 is a transmembrane receptor, measured plasma concentrations of 
soluble PAR1 do not represent functional receptor. However, PAR1 is known to be internalized 
by multivesicular bodies (MVB). Cargo from MVBs can be degraded by lysosomes or secreted 
as exosomes. This suggests that PAR1 concentrations in plasma might reflect exosome PAR1 
concentrations as a marker of cellular receptor processing. Furthermore, PAR1 plasma levels 
can also reflect cell death 14. Thrombin is the main activator of PAR1 15 and given the increased 
thrombin production in subjects with atherosclerosis, this may also result in further upregulation 
of PAR1 receptor expression 16. PAR1, like IL-6, plays an important role throughout various 
stages of atherosclerosis. In early stages, matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9)-mediated PAR1 
activation induces endothelial dysfunction leading to a loss of vascular integrity 17. PAR1 on 
endothelial cells can also be activated by activated protein C (APC) upregulating monocyte 
chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1). MCP1 promotes not only pro-inflammatory effects, but also 
anti-inflammatory effects, indicating anti-atherogenic effects of PAR1 activation 18,19. In later 
stages, pro-atherothrombotic effects become more visible as activation of PAR1 on platelets leads 
to platelet activation through thromboxane A2 production and aggregation through P-selectin 
upregulation 20,21. Overall, activation of PAR1 induces mostly pro-atherosclerotic effects and 
thereby increases the cardiovascular risk, making it a potent predictive plasma biomarker. 
PAR1 has not been investigated thoroughly as a potential biomarker, but is well-known for its 
selective inhibition by vorapaxar. The TRA2P-TIMI 50 trial demonstrated a significant benefit 
of vorapaxar in reducing cardiovascular death and ischemic events in patients with a history of 
acute myocardial infarction, ischemic stroke or peripheral artery disease 22.

TNFRSF11A is commonly known as receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B (RANK) and 
is part of the RANK/RANKL/OPG signaling pathway which regulates osteoclast differentiation 
and activation 23. Activation of NF-kB is usually mediated by RANK ligand, however 
overexpression of RANK itself is sufficient to activate this pathway 24. Via NF-kB signaling, 
endothelial cells become activated and express various chemokines (e.g. MCP1) and adhesion 
molecules (e.g. ICAM-1) responsible for chemotaxis and transmigration of leukocytes into 
atherosclerotic plaques 25. Progression and evolvement of plaques is further stimulated through 
NF-kB by accumulation and proliferation of VSMCs 26. In late stages of atherosclerosis, NF-kB 
plays an important role in regulating activation and aggregation of platelets however underlying 
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mechanisms remain to be elucidated 27. TNFRSF11A has not been investigated as biomarker in 
association with progression of atherosclerosis in PAD or the occurrence of cardiovascular events.

Gal-9 is an important immune regulator which is abundantly present in several chronic 
inflammatory diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease 28 and systemic lupus erythematosus 29. 
Expressed by many different cell types such as endothelial cells, macrophages, and T-lymphocytes 
30, Gal-9 is thought to be anti-inflammatory via TIM-3 signaling. Important effects of this 
signaling include apoptosis of pro-inflammatory Th1 and Th17 cells 30,31 and stimulation of 
regulatory T cell activity 32, both to dampen atherosclerotic progression. Serum levels of Gal-9 
were found to be decreased in patients with coronary artery disease, specifically those with acute 
coronary syndrome. However, other studies reported higher serum Gal-9 levels in patients with 
DM2 and chronic kidney disease, two morbidities that were abundantly present in our cohort 
33. Gal-9 seems to be anti-inflammatory and thus atherosclerosis-dampening, however certain 
factors such as kidney function and the presence of DM2 may alter levels of Gal-9 33. Therefore, 
Gal-9 should be used with caution and the presence of co-morbidities should be considered. As 
with TNFRSF11A, Gal-9 has not been investigated as biomarker in association with progression 
of atherosclerosis in PAD or the occurrence of cardiovascular events.

PSGL1 and PAI-1 were negatively predictive for cardiovascular events and mortality, indicating 
that increased levels of these biomarkers are associated with fewer events. PSGL1 plays an 
important role as inflammatory marker in atherogenesis with involvement in leukocyte 
recruitment and activation. Studies investigating the role of PSGL1 in atherosclerosis mostly 
found accelerating effects of PSGL1 on the atherosclerotic process. The absence of PSGL1 in 
PSGL-/- transgenic mice reduced atherosclerotic plaque surface area, inflammatory cell infiltration 
and hyperplasia 34. Clinical studies investigating PSGL1 are limited, but Ozaki et al. reported 
that expression levels of PSGL1 on monocytes were high in acute coronary syndrome patients 
35. The increased levels of PSGL1 in association with fewer events in our study may be explained 
by the function of PSGL1 as it activates intracellular protein kinases 36. Hereby atherosclerosis 
may be accelerated, but not necessarily lead to the formation of unstable plaques. A similar 
mechanism may explain the increased levels of PAI-1, which appeared to be protective of events 
in our cohort. While a recent systematic review found an association between increased PAI-
1 levels and the occurrence of cardiovascular events, lower PAI-1 levels were associated with 
increased restenosis 37. Although both PSGL1 and PAI-1 appeared protective in our study, other 
studies have found positive associations between these biomarkers and the occurrence of events, 
which in part can be explained by variations in pro-inflammatory status and other cardiovascular 
risk factors 38,39. It remains to be elucidated what the exact roles of PSGL1 and PAI-1 are in the 
process of atherosclerosis. 
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This study has several limitations. First, all biomarkers were measured in Olink panels using 
the Proximity Extension Assay (PEA) technology followed by PCR. This semiquantitative 
technology provides relative concentrations of a biomarker in plasma rather than absolute 
concentrations. Therefore, these results must be validated in a quantitative assay to measure 
quantitative concentrations. Second, our sample size was limited to 120 patients, yielding higher 
confidence intervals in several biomarker hazard ratio calculations. Lastly, patients were only 
followed for 12 months in total, limiting the total event rate. 

In conclusion, risk stratification models in PAD patients are necessary to predict future 
cardiovascular events and death. This study identified IL-6, PAR1, TNFRSF11A and Gal-9 
as promising biomarkers to aid in risk stratification. These proteins are involved in prominent 
atherosclerotic biological processes including activation of endothelial cells, positive regulation 
of acute inflammatory responses, leukocyte chemotaxis and platelet activation. This semi-
quantitative biomarker discovery is a first step to improve risk stratification in PAD. The next 
step would be to perform quantitative assays to confirm the association with cardiovascular 
outcome, preferably in a separate PAD population.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Defining the atherothrombotic risk in patients with peripheral artery disease (PAD) has been a 
challenge for years. Known factors contributing to this risk include obesity, smoking, diabetes, 
hyperlipidemia, and hypertension 1. Current treatment strategies therefore aim to counteract 
these factors through lifestyle changes and the use of antidiabetic drugs, lipid-lowering drugs, 
and antihypertensive drugs. To prevent thrombus formation at sites of atherosclerotic plaques, 
antiplatelet agents, in the form of aspirin or clopidogrel, are added to the treatment 2. Despite this 
broad set of treatment options, the incidence of adverse cardiovascular events and death remains 
high in patients with PAD 3,4. The pivotal question that rises from this observation is why these 
patients still suffer from events despite seemingly adequate treatment. One reason for this could 
be that current medical treatment strategies are not sufficiently decreasing cardiovascular risk. 
We showed that suboptimal levels of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) were reached, while the 
prescribed medication intensity was medium to high according to the ACC/AHA guidelines 5 
and patients were adherent to their medication. While at the time of the study the LDL target 
values were 2.5 mmol/L (patients > 70 years) and 1.8 mmol/L (patients >70 years), current 
guidelines recommend that very high-risk patients should achieve an even lower LDL target 
value of 1.4 mmol/L 6. This recommendation is supported by various studies showing that further 
lowering LDL values can reduce the risk of cardiovascular events 7. Although adapting the lipid-
lowering strategy based on this knowledge could reduce the risk, the role of antiplatelet agents 
should also not be overlooked. Depending on national guidelines, aspirin and clopidogrel are 
the antiplatelet agents most often used as first-line treatment 2. The efficacy of these antiplatelet 
regimes is well established in the light of the reduction of cardiovascular events 8. Although these 
drugs are prescribed in the same dose to all PAD patients, this therapy does not appear to be 
a one-size-fits-all therapy. Higher-than-expected platelet reactivity in certain patients, the so-
called high on-treatment platelet reactivity (HTPR), is common worldwide 9–11. Patients with 
genetic polymorphisms in the P2Y12 platelet receptor reveal this increased reactivity and, as 
shown in this thesis and other studies, are at increased risk of cardiovascular events 10,12. The 
ongoing GENPAD study investigates a genotype guided antithrombotic treatment in regard to 
the occurrence of cardiovascular events in patients who are carriers of loss-of-function alleles. 
Recently, a meta-analysis showed that in these patients the use of ticagrelor or prasugrel appeared 
more effective in reducing cardiovascular events than clopidogrel 13. Another ongoing study, the 
CLEAR-PATH study, investigates a combination of antiplatelet agents, aspirin and clopidogrel, 
rather than the use of ticagrelor or prasugrel. Apart from switching to a different antiplatelet 
agent, the addition of an anticoagulant drug has also been investigated. The COMPASS trial 
showed that this so-called dual pathway inhibition with aspirin and a low dose of rivaroxaban 
reduced the incidence of cardiovascular events in high-risk PAD patients 14. The reasoning behind 
this is the inhibition of both platelets and the coagulation system and thereby the prevention of 
thrombus formation at sites of atherosclerosis, including coronary and cerebral arteries. The 
pathophysiology behind the hypercoagulable state in these patients has yet to be unraveled. 
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In this thesis it is shown that increased fibrinogen levels and d-dimer levels are predictive of 
cardiovascular events and mortality, supporting the presence of this hypercoagulable state. We 
postulated that in acute settings of inflammation or ischemia, contact activation becomes a 
relevant amplifier of coagulation. This would explain why the addition of an anticoagulant drug 
could further reduce the risk of cardiovascular events and mortality. Alternative to the use of 
anticoagulant drugs, the CANTOS trial demonstrated that the use of the anti-inflammatory 
interleukin-1b inhibitor canakinumab led to a reduction in cardiovascular events and death 
15. Moreover, the use of canakinumab reduced plasma c-reactive protein (CRP), a plasmatic 
biomarker of which increased levels are associated with cardiovascular events and mortality in 
patients with PAD 16. These new treatment strategies targeting coagulation 17 and inflammation 15 
substantially reduce mortality varying from 14% to 32%, but do come at a cost. Patients receiving 
antiplatelet therapy combined with a low dose of rivaroxaban in the COMPASS trial had more 
often a  major bleeding event, although no significant differences were found in regard to fatal 
bleedings 17. The CANTOS trial showed that patients receiving canakinumab had more often a 
fatal infection and sepsis as compared to patients receiving a placebo 15. These results indicate that 
the new treatment strategies can definitely be of benefit in certain patients, but should perhaps 
not be used in all patients with PAD.  The use of these treatment strategies could be based on 
the cardiovascular risk of each patient suffering from a cardiovascular event. Risk stratification in 
PAD patients is, however, challenging, but studies in other patient populations may pave the road 
to successful risk prediction. An example is the use of the ABC-score for the prediction of stroke 
in patients with atrial fibrillation 18. Here, patient characteristics including age and prior stroke 
are combined with plasmatic biomarkers high-sensitivity Troponin T (hsTnT) and N-Terminal 
pro-Brain Natriuretic Peptide (NT-proBNP). A similar strategy could be pursued to create a 
risk stratification model for patients with PAD. Although various studies have investigated the 
association between plasmatic biomarker levels and the occurrence of cardiovascular events or 
death 16, none have been implemented as a risk predictor. Therefore, in this thesis, we identified 
four biomarkers associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular events and mortality that could 
potentially help to identify patients with different risk profiles. The question remains how to 
proceed with these biomarkers and their associations with cardiovascular risk, as research seems 
to be stuck at this step. One way forward may be to design management studies addressing 
the value of a panel of biomarkers as discussed in this thesis, i.e. combining an inflammatory 
biomarker with a coagulation biomarker and a cardiac biomarker. The philosophy of a combined 
panel of biomarkers resides in the complex pathophysiology of the process of atherosclerosis, 
where inhibition of multiple pathways might be necessary to prevent a cardiovascular event. A 
potent biomarker panel could then be added to a risk stratification model including the patient 
characteristics associated with cardiovascular events and mortality as presented in this thesis 
(i.e., prior stroke, prior myocardial infarction, kidney function). The use of risk stratification 
models enables physicians to tailor treatment strategies, where a patient with an increased risk 
and an elevated inflammatory biomarker could be treated with an anti-inflammatory agent. By 
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individualizing treatment to the needs of each patient, the risk of cardiovascular events can be 
expected to be limited, while not all patients with PAD are exposed to side effects of additional 
treatment strategies such as major bleeding and fatal infections.
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SUMMARY

This thesis aimed to better understand why some patients with peripheral artery disease 
(PAD) suffer from cardiovascular events despite current medical treatment strategies, while 
others do not. In this thesis the risk of cardiovascular events and mortality was explored 
through the characterization of high-risk patients, combined with the unraveling of important 
pathophysiological pathways driving cardiovascular events and mortality in PAD. Biomarkers 
related to these pathways could be used to identify patients at increased risk of such events, 
enabling clinicians to improve their management strategies to prevent cardiovascular events and 
mortality. 

Chapter two provides an overview of the pleiotropic effects of coagulation enzymes and current 
evidence on pathophysiological pathways in atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis. Although 
platelet activation and formation of fibrin are crucial in thrombosis, inflammatory pathways and 
pleiotropic effects of the coagulation system substantially drive the process of atherosclerosis. Cell 
signaling in these pathways predominantly occurs via protease-activated receptors (PARs), which 
can be activated by a wide range of proteins, including coagulation factors IIa (thrombin) and Xa. 
Upon activation, downstream signaling leads to pro-inflammatory effects and a hypercoagulable 
state, thereby accelerating atherosclerotic plaque formation. Hypercoagulable effects are mainly 
exerted through platelet PAR1 and PAR4, while pro-inflammatory responses are mostly seen 
after vascular PAR1 and PAR2 activation. Inhibition of PAR signaling pathways, for example by 
the use of PAR1 antagonist vorapaxar, could be explored as a way to lower cardiovascular events 
and mortality. In this chapter, therefore, we also discussed how to improve vascular protection 
beyond the prevention of thrombosis. Clinical efficacy to be gained from the search to further 
decrease cardiovascular events might lie in the use of a low dose of a direct oral anticoagulant 
(DOAC) combined with antiplatelet therapy. More clinical studies on DOACs in secondary 
cardiovascular prevention are however necessary to investigate efficacy and safety, especially in 
subgroups such as patients with peripheral artery disease. 

Provided by the insights of chapter two and the knowledge that the use of DOACs may lower 
the cardiovascular event and mortality risk in PAD, we explored a possible common biochemical 
background in patients with PAD and patients with non-acute deep vein thrombosis (DVT), 
as the latter patient group greatly benefits from treatment with a DOAC. In chapter three, we 
assessed these possible common pathways by using biomarkers reflecting the interplay between 
platelet and endothelial activation, neutrophil activation, and inhibition of inflammation. 
Neutrophil activity was an important driver of cardiovascular events, although more activity was 
recorded in PAD patients as compared to DVT patients, even with dampening by lipoxin A4. We 
found no differences in platelet activation, keeping in mind that PAD patients use antiplatelet 
therapy. A hypercoagulable state was observed in PAD patients with higher d-dimer levels, but 
venous thrombosis appeared to be more strongly dependent on blood coagulation activity.
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The investigated pathways, as discussed in chapter three, did not appear to play pivotal roles in 
the cardiovascular event and mortality risk in PAD patients. We therefore decided to create an 
overview in chapter four of all investigated plasmatic biomarkers in association with cardiovascular 
outcome in PAD. During the last decades, various biomarkers have been investigated concerning 
cardiovascular outcome in PAD. This systematic review identified promising candidate 
biomarkers representing different pathophysiological processes in PAD, with biomarkers playing 
important roles in inflammatory signaling (hsCRP, NLR), the coagulation cascade (fibrinogen, 
d-dimer), and cardiac (patho)physiology (NT-proBNP, hs-cTnT). These biomarkers should not 
be used solitary but added to risk stratification models with multiple biomarkers from different 
pathophysiological pathways, as atherosclerosis is a multifactorial disease. Now that more potent 
pharmacological interventions are becoming available to target specific mechanisms such as 
inflammation and hypercoagulability, biomarker-supported risk stratification may help identify 
PAD patients that may benefit most from intensified treatment. To facilitate this, management 
studies should address the value of biomarker panels combined with traditional risk factors and 
patient characteristics. 

Following the prior chapters, we conducted a clinical study to further dissect the cardiovascular 
event and mortality risk in PAD patients. Chapter five describes the patient population of the 
prospective cohort study that we performed as a continuation of the already gathered biomarker 
evidence. In this observational study, we aimed to find patient characteristics associated with 
cardiovascular risk in order to find targets for improved management. The patient population 
had prevalent PAD with a chronic state of atherosclerosis, defined by multiple affected vascular 
beds, decreased renal function, and lower hemoglobin levels. All patients were treated according 
to current guidelines with lipid-lowering agents, antiplatelet therapy, and antihypertensive drugs. 
We observed suboptimal low-density lipoprotein (LDL) levels, indicating that lipid-lowering 
strategies should be intensified to improve the lipid profile further. Antiplatelet agents were 
found to be inadequate despite high medication adherence, as platelet reactivity was insufficiently 
decreased in patients experiencing cardiovascular events. The addition of anticoagulant treatment 
in the form of a DOAC may counteract the remaining prothrombotic state in PAD patients. 
This so-called dual-pathway inhibition is, however, still hindered due to concerns about the 
number of pills per day and the increased risk of major bleeding. Nevertheless, more research is 
needed on alternative treatment strategies such as dual antiplatelet therapy or combinations with 
anticoagulant drugs. 

Although various biomarkers have been identified as predictors of cardiovascular outcome in PAD, 
as summarized in chapter four, none have been implemented yet in clinical management. One 
explanation may be that unexplored biomarkers may play more pivotal roles in cardiovascular risk 
prediction. Therefore, in chapter six, a subgroup of the cohort study was investigated to discover 
new predictive biomarkers in addition to the already known biomarkers, as presented in chapter 
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four. Using proximity extension assay technology, we explored the association between a broad set 
of cardiovascular biomarkers and cardiovascular risk and identified interleukin-6, PAR1, tumor 
necrosis factor receptor superfamily receptor 11A, and galectin 9 as promising biomarkers to aid 
in risk stratification. These proteins are involved in prominent atherosclerotic biological processes 
including activation of endothelial cells, positive regulation of acute inflammatory responses, 
leukocyte chemotaxis, and platelet activation. This semi-quantitative biomarker discovery can 
be seen as a first step to improving risk stratification in PAD with new protein biomarkers. 
Quantitative assays are required to confirm the association with cardiovascular outcome. Potent 
biomarkers can then be implemented in risk stratification models. 

As the association between hypercoagulability and cardiovascular is established, it remains to 
be elucidated which mechanisms are responsible for this prothrombotic state. To elucidate 
potential mechanisms, we focused on pathways leading to this state in PAD in chapter seven. 
Activation of the intrinsic pathway, assessed by coagulation enzyme:inhibitor complexes and 
thrombin generation, was not different in PAD patients at increased risk for cardiovascular 
events and mortality. This observation may be the result of a profound coagulation activity with 
systemic atherosclerosis as primary driver of coagulation. It could be that platelets, rather than 
the hypercoagulability, are responsible for the actual occurrence of cardiovascular events.
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IMPACT PARAGRAPH

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) is a common manifestation of atherosclerosis with a global 
prevalence of 5.6% and an even higher prevalence in high-income countries (7.4%). These 
numbers are estimates, as the disease remains underdiagnosed due to lack of awareness of clinical 
manifestations. Awareness was improved after the introduction of the ankle brachial index as 
diagnostic tool, but still millions of people with PAD are not being treated with the current 
medical treatment strategies as they have yet to be diagnosed with the disease. The patients that 
are diagnosed with PAD do receive the current optimal treatment strategies. They are however 
still at increased risk for cardiovascular events, with cardiovascular mortality being increased 
three-fold in PAD patients as compared to non-PAD patients. People who are diagnosed with 
the disease also have, apart from the increased adverse event risk, two times higher odds of 
having impaired physical function, with PAD being consistently associated with a reduction 
of the physical component of quality of life. Moreover, PAD considerably increases medical 
expenditure, especially in PAD requiring major amputation where the expenditure is twelve 
times higher as compared to people without PAD.

To decrease the number of adverse events and medical expenditure, as well as to improve quality 
of life, it is important to understand why certain PAD patients are at increased for vascular 
complications and why the current medical treatment strategies are insufficient in preventing 
adverse events. This thesis revealed that the lipid-lowering strategy can be intensified to further 
improve lipid profiles. Moreover, antiplatelet agents appear to inadequate in preventing adverse 
events with platelet reactivity being insufficiently decreased in patients who suffer from such 
events. Alternative medical strategies have been proposed, where the addition of a low dose of a 
direct anticoagulant drug to the standard antiplatelet therapy reduces the risk of cardiovascular 
events by 24%. This specific treatment strategy not only improves health outcomes, it also 
appeared to be cost-effective as compared to the standard antiplatelet therapy, especially in 
comorbid patients.

An important question however remains; who would benefit from such alternative treatment 
strategy? The combination of a low dose anticoagulant drug comes with a 70% increase in major 
bleeding events, and it is important not to expose patients to this increased bleeding risk when 
they are successfully treated with antiplatelet drugs only. Risk stratification could aid in creating 
tailored treatment strategies for PAD patients. In this thesis, biomarkers were identified, both 
newly found and as identified in the systematic review, that could be used for risk stratification. 
Along with these biomarkers, other variables such as prior ischemic events and decreased kidney 
function could be used in risk stratification models. Being able to stratify cardiovascular risk in 
PAD patients, medication strategies can be tailored and thereby the number of cardiovascular 
events can be reduced and quality of life can be preserved.
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ik mij altijd welkom en heb je ervoor gezorgd dat ik ook klinische ervaring op heb kunnen doen. 
Graag wil ik ook jou bedanken voor alle steun en inzichten die ik in de afgelopen jaren heb 
mogen ontvangen.

Barend, ik zal al die vrijdagen nooit vergeten dat ik weer met het “inclusielijstje” naar je toe kwam 
op de poli van het hart- en vaatcentrum. Het was geen gemakkelijke taak om al die patiënten 
te vinden, zeker in coronatijd, maar toch is het ons gelukt. Ook mocht ik assisteren tijdens het 
EVC bij het model waar je zo snel mogelijk een stent moest plaatsen. Dat was wel even spannend 
als “internist” tussen al die vaatchirurgen. Hoewel ik uiteindelijk niet voor het ziekenhuis heb 
gekozen, heb ik hier wel, zeker door jou, nog lang over getwijfeld. Ik wil je graag bedanken voor 
de leuke en zeer leerzame tijd.

          
Hugo, officieel behoorde je niet tot het promotieteam, maar voor mij voelde dat wel zo. Hoewel 
ik zelf al een rustig persoon ben, kon ik jouw rust en het bewaren van het overzicht altijd enorm 
waarderen. Als ik ergens tegenaan liep, kon ik altijd bij je terecht. Bedankt!
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Toen ik begon aan het PhD-traject was de beste plaats op de kamer al bezet door Jens. Jens, 
bedankt dat je me op weg hielp in het begin toen ik nog zoekende was. Vele uren hebben we 
samen doorgebracht, tijdens de NVTH cursussen hebben we meermaals tranen gelachen. Ik kon 
altijd bij je terecht als ik een vraag had. Wanneer ik geen vragen had gingen we pokémon vangen 
in onze pauzes. Gelukkig was dit van korte duur, daarna lag de focus weer op het onderzoek! 
Later kwam jij erbij, Aaron. Je bleek al snel een goede aanvulling in onze kamer, hoewel je 
genoegen moest nemen met het niet-aan-het-raam bureau. Ook met jou heb ik veel kunnen 
lachen, en recentelijk ook kunnen zien hoe goed je kan klimmen (je was niet gevallen toch ;)). 
Enorm bedankt dat je mijn paranimf wil zijn, laten we er een bijzondere dag van maken!
          
Marieke, zonder jouw hulp was het nooit gelukt om de PAD-studie te voltooien. Al die keren 
bloedprikken, het bloed verwerken en natuurlijk de samples sorteren in de vriezers.. onze 
handen waren nog net niet bevroren! Paola, van jouw kennis heb ik vaak gebruik mogen maken. 
Maar ook de gezellige gesprekken mochten er zijn, bedankt! René, de manager van het lab. De 
pipetteercursus viel niet mee. Ik kan me niet meer herinneren hoe veel platen ik heb gemaakt, 
maar op de een of andere manier is het toch gelukt. Dank voor het delen van je kennis en het 
opzetten van de assay’s die ik in dit proefschrift heb mogen gebruiken. Stefanie, Diane, Patricia 
en Simone, ontzettend bedankt voor alle hulp bij de experimenten. Tijdens het pipetteren was ik 
altijd een beetje zenuwachtig wanneer één van jullie het lab op kwam, “zijn mijn pipetteer skills 
wel goed genoeg?”.
          
Jolanda, officieel stond je natuurlijk los van mijn PhD-traject, maar je was altijd erg geïnteresseerd. 
Ik zag het werk op vrijdagmiddag op de trombosedienst altijd als een uitje, zo gezellig was het. 
Ook toen ik weg ging bleven we contact houden, en onze honden zijn altijd gespreksonderwerp 
nummer één. Dames van de trombosedienst, graag wil ik jullie ook allemaal bedanken voor de 
gezelligheid. Ik kom snel weer eens langs voor koffie!
          
Collega’s van UWV, en in het bijzonder Nina, Sjef en Charelle. Ook jullie wil ik graag bedanken 
voor het warme bad waar ik in terecht ben gekomen nadat ik de afdeling Biochemie verliet. De 
afdeling Sociaal Medische Zaken wil ik in elk opzicht bedanken voor het mede mogelijk maken 
van het afronden van het proefschrift.

Naast alle steun die ik op de werkvloer heb mogen ontvangen, wil ik ook graag de volgende 
mensen bedanken.
          
Vico, we leerden elkaar kennen tijdens de geneeskundeopleiding. Sindsdien is er onze vriendschap 
en we hadden ook nog andere plannen. Via wat omwegen zouden we een huisartspraktijk 
beginnen. Dit is er nooit van gekomen, maar gelukkig hebben we onze game-avonden nog en 
onze uitjes. Dat is minstens net zo leuk! Michiel, jou ontmoette ik in de trein richting Maastricht. 
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De avonden op “het kamp” zijn er altijd in gebleven. Bedankt voor de leuke jaren! Edwin, wij 
kwamen elkaar tegen in blok 3 van biomedische wetenschappen. Vele stapavondjes volgden, en 
toen we daar te oud voor werden zijn we het overgegaan op spelavondjes. Ontzettend bedankt 
dat je vandaag mijn paranimf wil zijn!
          
Karel en Karin, Koen. Jullie leerde ik kennen tijdens het PhD-traject. Altijd was er de interesse in 
de voortgang van het onderzoek. En natuurlijk of de datum al bekend was, dan kon dat meteen 
in de agenda worden gezet. Mongeun, jij wilde graag de kaft maken voor mijn thesis. Enorm 
bedankt hiervoor!
          
Pap en mam, zonder jullie liefde en steun was dit nooit gelukt. Van begin af aan hebben jullie me 
vrijgelaten in mijn keuzes, hoewel het artikel in de krant over de “poppendokter” wel tekenend 
was. Dokter was al gelukt, en Doctor nu ook. Wie had dat gedacht. De weg daarnaartoe leek 
vaak vanzelf te gaan, maar dat was het zeker niet. Ik moest regelmatig door jullie gestimuleerd 
worden om door te zetten; bij de toetsweken op de middelbare school, tijdens de VGT-toetsen in 
Maastricht, en ook bij het afronden van artikelen die al even op de plank lagen. Ik wil jullie enorm 
bedanken voor alles door de jaren heen, jullie zijn er altijd voor me geweest en jullie hebben me 
door dik en dun gesteund. Romy, jij ging me natuurlijk voor. Toen we nog jong waren, was je 
al een voorbeeld voor mij. In het begin hadden we nog wel eens ruzie tijdens het spelen, maar 
later gingen we samen op stap en gingen we zelfs samen naar het gala van de middelbare school. 
Ik volgde jouw promotietraject met grote interesse en ik was enorm trots op je toen jij de titel 
behaalde. Omgekeerd voelde ik hetzelfde, in de afgelopen jaren ben je geïnteresseerd gebleven 
in mijn onderzoek. Enorm bedankt voor alle steun en natuurlijk de gezelligheid! Maedje en 
Bonnie, jullie zorgden voor de ontspanning met wandelen. Jullie aanwezigheid in coronatijd 
zorgde ervoor dat ik niet de hele dag alleen achter de computer zat; regelmatig kwamen jullie 
vragen om een knuffel. Dankjulliewel!
          
Lieve Claudia, op het moment van promoveren mag ik je mijn vrouw noemen. We leerden 
elkaar kennen in het begin van het promotietraject en sindsdien heb je me altijd gesteund. Je 
hebt naar vele oefenpresentaties van mij geluisterd, en ook gelachen om hoe ik elke presentatie 
begon (so today…). Op de momenten dat het even tegenzat hielp je me er altijd weer bovenop 
met je positiviteit. Op het einde gaf je me het laatste zetje, dankzij jou lukte het mij om dit 
proefschrift af te ronden. Zo ook met dit dankwoord, je zei dat ik het er meer over had dan dat 
ik er daadwerkelijk aan schreef. Dankjewel voor alles.
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